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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
General Activities 
Days spent in office by agents 
Days spent in field by agents 
Days agents worked 
Miles traveled 
Farm Visits 
Office Calls at Agent's Office 
Telephone calls at Agent's Office 
Meetings held or attended 
Attendance at these meetings 
Number communities extension work conducted 
Number of Voluntary leaders assisting 
Number of result demonstrations completed 
93 
466 
559 
29,482 
1,472 
5,348 
6,905 
226 
12,354 
12 
120 
74 
Seven (7) outlook ireetings were held in the county in 1948 
with attendance of 582 farirers. The agents cooperated with 
Farm Credit Agencies in loaning $248,350.00 to 762 farmers 
for production credit. 
Agricultural Engineering 
Farmers are ca]ing on the Extension Service more each year for 
assistance in planning for farm buildings. During this year the 
agents assisted farmers in planning the following buildings: 
10 Brooder houses 
3 Laying houses 
16 Hog Houses 
3 Farm Machinery Sheds 
4 Dairy barns 
2 Silos 
4 Farm Homes 
4 Electric Hotbeds 
t,: 
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Agronos,v: 
Eighteen (18) farners completed five-acre cotton contest 
demonstrat_ions producing an average of 71.5.1 pounds (lint) 
cotton per acreo 
Twenty-four (24) farmers completed records on three-acre 
yellow corn contest demonstrations producing an average of 
73.8 bushels per acre. 
Eleven (11) oats demonstrations were complied with an average 
of 48.o bushels per acre. 
Three (3) wheat demonstrations completed with an average 
of 2.5.9 bushels per acre. 
Three (3) barley demonstrations resulting in 38.1 bushels per acre. 
Four (4) grain sorghum demonstrations completed showing average 
yield 37.2 per acre. 
Two (2) lespedeza for hay demonstrations carried out averaging 
1. 7 to~ i:er acre. 
Five (5) alfalfa for hay demonstrations effectively carried out 
showing 5.2 tons per acre. 
Two (2) kudzu for hay demonstrations completed with 2 tons per 
acre the average. 
Tvro (2) lespedeza for seed demonstrations completed with 263 pounds 
per acre. 
Animal Husbandry; 
18 Purebred gilts and boars were placed in county totaling $1035.00 
Sixteen (16) Purbred Bulls and Heifers (Hereford) were placed in 
the county amounting to $2980.oo. 
7 
Dairying 
Placed six (6) plllS)red dairy bulls in county in 1948. 
Thirty (30) Cows and heifers were purchased at cost of $7485.oo. 
Two hundred and six (206) cows and heifers were sold at cost of 
$9450.00 in the county during theyear. 
Entomology and Plant fathology 
Advice and information was given through circular letters and meetings 
regarding the control of boll weevil. Recommendations included the 
use of 1-1-1 poison and BHC, Toxaphene, Chlordane dust if desired. 
A greater percentage of farmers in county used the new insecticides 
with outstanding results. Demonstrations on the use of DDT and 
Marlate were also given in various communities in county. 
Forestrz 
Greater interest in all phases of forestry work was shown by farmers 
throughout the county in 1948. Fires and the prevention, seJective 
cutting, tree planting, woodland examination and selective cutting 
were all points considered more closely. During the year 20 (twenty) 
farmers in county requested 1980 acres examined, 397 acres marked, 
796,223 board feet marked and 357.l cors marked. A total of 
278,800 seedlings were planted in county in 1948. 
4-H 
Thirteen (13) community cliios'were organized in 1948 with 266 members 
ebrolled.. Of this enrollment 199 completed demonstrations producing 
farm products with a value of $21,348.49. 
Horticulture 
Horticulture work consisted in giving information regarding the control 
of plant diseases and insects; encouraging planting of home orchards 
and assisting commercial vegetables growers. This work was done through 
circular letters, farmers iooetings, and news articles as well as 
personal visits. County agents assisted farmers also in purchasing 
fruit trees for hom and commercial orchards. 
Marketing 
Marketing work consisted of aiding farmers in selling livestock and 
feed products. Assistance was also given in matter of purchasing 
livestock, feeds, seeds, insecticides, fruit trees, corn, wheat, hay, 
cotton seed, poultry etc. 
8 
Poultr,: 
No demonstration flock records were completed in 1948. 
Two demonstrations were kept by poultrymen but records were 
not completed in time to include in 1948 report. 
Visual Instruction 
Maps and charts were used at outlook meetings. Extension 
motion pictures were used extensively this year with gratifying 
results. 
Publicity 
A total of 703 personal letters were written, seventeen (17) 
circular letters with 11,175 copies mailed. 
One Hundred suty-six press articles were published in The State 
and Record Newspapers during the yea:r. 
Forty (40) radio talks made and 1695 bulletins distributed. 
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I. County and Connnunity Agricultural Committees 
1. County Agricultural Committee 
a. The county and home agents in conference with each 
other selected fifty-nine men and women as members of 
the agricultural committee. These members wer selected 
on the basis of their intelligence and ability to work 
in groups, their knowledge of agricultural conditions of 
the county, their location with reference to communities, 
of the county and their representation of the various 
lines of agricuJt ural work. 
b. Nam.es and Addresses of Members of Committee 
Executive Committee and other Sub-Committees 
c. H. Bouknight, Irmo, s. C. Chairman 
W. T. J. Lever, Blythewood, s. c. 
T. s. Armour, Eastover, s. c. 
H. E. Bickley, Ballentine, s. c. 
G. M. Eleazer, Route #1, Irmo, s. c. 
G. c. Wilson, Blythewood, s. c. 
R. M. McGregor, Lykesland, s. c. 
W.E. Allison, Route #4, City 
Earl Cromer, White Rock, s. c~ 
s. o. Wiggins, Hopkins, s. c. 
Mrs. J. L. Cotton, Eastover, s. c. 
Mrs. H.P. Haas, Blythewood, s. c. 
Mrs. H. A. Riley, Route #3, Columbia, s. C. 
Mrs. J. s. Lomas, Route #1, Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs. E. B. Wingard, Route #2., Columbia, s. c. 
Sub-Committees 
Fertilizer 
C.H. Bouknight, Irmo, s. c., Chairman 
G. C.Wilson, Blythewood, s. c. 
s. o. Wiggins, Hopkins, s. c. 
Pastures 
D. A. Swygert, Blythewood, s. c. 
W. E. Allison, Route 14, Columbia, s. c. Chairman 
C.H. Bouknight, Irmo, s. c. 
Livestock 
R. M. McGregor, Chairman, Lykesla.nd, s.c. 
Earl Cromer., White Rock, s.c. 
T. C. Lomas, Route #1, Columbia., s. c. 
L. s. Cloaninger, Lykesland, s. c. 
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Marketing 
R. B. Revere, Lykesland, s. c. Chairman 
Fred Hill, Eastover, s. c. 
H. E. Bickley, Ballentine, s. Co 
R. M. cGregor, Iurkesland, s. c. 
Mrs. B. J. Eargle, Blythewood, s. c. 
Forestry 
J.B. Heins, Blythewood, s. c. 
Davia Haltiwanger, Route #1, Irmo, s. c. 
G. c. Wilson, Blythewood, s. c. 
H. c. Young, ]Qkesland, s. c. 
c. H. Hinnant, Route #3, Winnsboro, s. c. 
Heal.th 
Mrs. W. L. Monts, Route #2, Columbia, s. c. 
Yxs. J.E. Harmon, Lykesland, s. c. 
Recl!eation 
Mrs. B. I. Jordan, Eastover, s. c. 
Mrs. J. R. Workman, Route #3, Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs. A. c. Ballentine, Blythe110od, s. c. 
4-H 
D. c. Nunamaker, Eastover, s. c., Chairman 
R. P. Maples, Blythewood, s. C0 
Carl Derrick, Irmo, s. c. 
H. E. Bickley, Ballentine, s. c. 
R. 11. McGregor, Lykesland, s. c. 
Urs. Yf. F. Bynum, Eastover, s. c. 
State Agricultural Commi. ttee 
c. H. Bouknight, Irmo, s. c. 
Mrs. J. A. Riley, Route #3, Columbia, s. c. 
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County Agricultural Committee 
W. E. Allison, Route #4, Columbia, s. c. 
T. s. Armour, Eastover, s. c. 
W. J. Ballentine, Blythewood, s. c. 
Joe Bates, Wateree, s. c. 
Harper Bickley, Ballentine, s. c. 
A. C. Ballentine, Blythewood, s. c. 
w. A. Bloom, Jr. Route #1, City 
c. H. Bouknight, Irmo, s. c. 
Allen Brown, 927 M-in St. Columbia, s. c. 
J. A. Burnside, Route #4, Columbia, s. c. 
G. c. Caldwell, Eastover, s. c. 
C. H. Derrick, Irmo, s. c. 
Nash Broyles, Federal Land Bank Bldg. Columbia, s. c. 
R. G. DuBose, Gadsden, s. C0 
G. M. Eleazer, Route #1, Irmo, s.c. 
Frank Hampton, Route #4, Columbia, s. c. 
J.B. Heins, Blythewood, s. c. 
L.A. Gunter, Blythewood, s. c. 
C.H. Hinnant, Route #3, Winnsboro, s. c. 
James King, Route #2, Cha.pin, s. c. 
Olin Kinsler, Route #1, Columbia, s. c. 
A. J. Lever, Route #1, Columbia, s. c. 
W. T. J. Lever, Blythewood, s. c. 
T. c. Lomas, Route #1, Columbia, s. c. 
Billy Maple s, Blythewood, s. c. 
R. M. McGregor, Lykesland, s. c. 
G. P. Monroe, Route #1, Blaney, s. c. 
D. G. Moore, 1216 Laurel st. Columbia, s. c. 
Talley Moore, Lykesland, s. c. 
Lee Muller, B]ythe"WOod, s. c. 
J. A. Riley, Route 13, Columbia, s. c. 
J. o. Riley, Blythewood, s. c. 
Robert Lee Scarborough, Eastover, s. c. 
Forest C. Shealy, White Rock, s. C0 
W. M. Swindler, Route #1, Columbia, s. Co 
D. A. Swygert, Blythewood, s. c. 
Floyd Summers, Little Mountain, S. c. 
J. R. ScarboDough, Eastover, s. Co 
s. o. Wiggins, Hopkins, s. c. 
Bennie Wiggins, Hopkins, s. c. 
c. D. Wilson, Blythewood, s. c. 
G. C. Wilson, Blythewood, s. Co 
Rudolph stoudemayer, Little flountain, s. c. 
c. E. Young, Route #3, Columbia, s. c. 
M. C. Cantrell, 120 Winyah St • . columbia, s. c. 
R. W. Harr 11, Blythewood School, Blythewood, s. c. 
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Mrs. Talley Boney, Blythewood, s. Co 
Mrs. J. L. Cotton, Eastover, s.c. 
Mrs. J. s. Douglass, Route 114, Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs. B. J. Eargle, Blytoowood, s. c. 
Mrs. R. A .. Godshall, Lykesland, s. c. 
Mrs. H. P. Ha.as, Route 3, Blythewood, s. c. 
Mrs. J. s. Lomas, Route #1, Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs. Perry Richardson, Rouite #2, Chapin, S, c. 
Mrs. J. A. Riley, #3, Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs. E. B. Wingard, Route #2,Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs. c. E. Roof, Route #3, Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs.E. B. Wingard, Rout e #2, Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs. E. A. Rose, Route #4, Columbia, s. c. 
c. Duties and Responsibilities of County Agricultural Committee 
Upon the county committee is placed the responsibility 
of outlining goals toward which efforts of extension 
workers should be directed, suggesting kind · and number of 
demonstrations. This committee should also assist county 
and home agents in selecting demonstrators in their 
communities, many of which are conducted by members 
themselves. These people are asked and expected to 
assist the agents in the dissemination of information and 
instructions from college and experiment stations regarding 
all agricultural subjects. 
They act in an advisory capacity to all extension workers. 
The connnittee acts as a go between when the extension 
personnel feels the necessity of approaching the legislature 
in behalf of funds that will assist a program for the 
benefit of farmers in county. 
This committee is subject to call meetings throughout 
the year 1'1hen the need arises. Each memre r is expected 
to attend meetings in his comm.unity when agents carry-
the plans to farm people and assist them in presenting 
the facts and reasons for the various points recommended 
in the county plans. They are also asked to help the 
agents throughout the year in checking the progreas o:t 
demonstrationao 
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2. Community Agricultural Committees and Neighborhood Leaders 
List of Organized Connnuni ties, Neighborhoods and Leaders 
Community Neighborhood No. Leaders 
PONTIAC Pontiac 4 
DENTSVILLE Dentsville 3 
State Park 5 
LYKESLAND Bluff Lodge 7 
Lykesland 9 
Horrell Hill 10 
Bellwood 4 
DUTCH FORK Summerville 4 
Spring Hill 10 
Folk 6 
Ballentine 8 
White Rock 3 
ST. ANDREWS st. Andrews 8 
CAMP GROUND Camp Ground 8 
BLYTHEWOOD Blythewood 9 
Bear Creek 7 
CEDAR ORF.EK Cedar Creek 7 
Holly Grove 6 
Bellview 6 
FAIRLA.WN Fairlawn 9 
Killian 3 
HOPKINS Hopkins , 9 
Congaree 6 
GADSDEN Gadsden 8 
EA.STOVER Leesburg 2 
Cross Roads 3 
Eastover 8 
Wateree 7 
3. Outline map of county showing the lee ation of communities 
and neighborhoods with symbols showing location of residences 
of voluntary, county, community and neighborhood leaders is 
shown on the following page: 
RICHLAND COUNTY AND TOWNSHIPS 
Newberry 
~ 0 
0 0 
Kershaw 
I 
Lexington 
~ ~ 
"\) 
\) 
\) ~ 
';) 
t,) 
\) \) 
Calhoun 
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4. Programs Handled Through Voluntary Leaders in 1948 
Dairy Field Day 
Community Fairs 
Pasture Improvement Program 
Livestock Improvement 
Boll Weevil Control 
Winter Grazing Demonstrations 
The above programs were set up in Ile various communities 
in a demonstrational manner. Actual method demonstrations 
were used in the programs by neighborhood leaders. 
As an example, compleite fertilization on permanent 
pastures was set up in the various communities. 
In the beginning these leaders were contacted through 
personal visits, circular letters and from there 
method demonstrations were begun on the various programs. 
1.6 -
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
Agricultural. Economics 
The setting up of ten (10) TVA test unit farms in cooperation 
with TVA, enterprise farm accounts, outl.ook meetings, working in 
harmoey with the Farm Credit Agencies and assisting various farmers 
in farm planning constituted the work in agricultural economics and 
farm manage~nt in 1948. 
Richland County farmers showed considerably more interest in 
outlook information for 1948 and used such information in an effort 
to have a more stable farm program for the year. Macy f arioors changed 
their farm plans as a result of information received at these meetings. 
As a result of this ti.nely information the cotton acreage was increased 
as well as product.ion of poultry and dairy cattle., 
Seven (7) outlook meetings were held in the county with 582 
farners attendi~. 
Summary of Enterprise Records in 1948 
No. Dem- Total. Av.Yield Cost Prod. Profit 
Kind onstrations Acres Per Acre Per Acre P. Acre 
Cotton 1.8 90 715.l $76.31 $191.41 
Corn (Contest) 24 72 73.8 Bu. 34.04 77.92 
Oats 11 208 48.0 Bu. 17 .58 42.96 
Wheat 3 35 25.9 Bu. 11.10 40.74 
Barley 3 16 38.1 Bu. 18.29 36.45 
Grain Sorghum 4 30 37.2 17.38 44.46 
Lespedeza for Hay 2 15 1.7 T. 66.66 55.13 
Alfalfa for Hay 5 32 5.2 T. 28.61 183.88 
Kudzu for Hay 2 9 2.0 T. 8.67 71.33 
Lespedeza for Seed 2 30 263 Lbo 1.81 50.65 
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T. V. A. FARM UNIT TEST DEMONSTRATIONS 
In cooperation with the Extension Service and the Tennessee 
Valley Authority, the county agents established 10 unit demonstration 
farms in Richland County in 1948. 
These farms were established to demonstrate the value of 
a program of land-use adjust:rmnt in the interest of soil and water 
conservation. Crop and livestock plans were developed for each 
farm for a five-year period. Each farmer will keep a complete 
farm account record of his business transactions. 
A summary of the acreages of permanent pastures, perennial 
and annual legumes together with the amounts of lime and phosphate 
used on these farms in 1948 is given on the f ollovring page. 
SUMMA.RY OF TVA PHOSPHATE AND LIME USED ON TEST DEMONSTRATION FARMS 
Perennial Le~umes Permanent Pastures Annual Les;e!deza 
#Phosphate #Lime #Phosphate #Line #Phos. #Lima 
Name of Cooperator Acres Applied Applied Acres Applied Applied Acre Applied Applied 
H. E. Bickley 1.7 400 4,000 13.3 4,000 28,000 
M. A. Bouknight 21.3 6,400 47,000 n.o 1,650 20,000 
L. s. Cloaninger 5.4 1,200 12,000 6.3 1,900 14.6 3,100 32,000 
G. Miller Eleazer 10.9 3,300 15,ooo 13.5 2,000 
N. L. King 1.1 250 12.5 3,750 1.B 100 
Heber L. Metze 30.0 9,000 60,ooo 
Eva Richardson 10.2 3,050 25,000 5.0 350 n,ooo 
Herbert s. Meetze 9.4 2,800 7.9 600 10,000 
co 
J. Malcolm Shealy 7.6 2,300 8.1 600 
rl 
Floyd s. Summer 5,4 1,200 12,000 17.2 s,1so 34,000 6.5 1,4.50 1,,000 
Totals 13.6 3,050 28,000 138.7 41,650 209,000 68.4 9,850 87,000 
Annual Graz1, 
# Phos. Lima 
Winter :r.!UDIIIS 
#Phos. # Lime 
Name of Cooperator A.ere• Applied Applied Acres Applied Applied 
M. A. Bouknight .5.1 1,150 11,000 
L. s. Cloaninger 16.7 3,800 36,000 
N. L. King .3 100 
Herbert s. Meetze 3.6 800 B,ooo 
0\ 
Eva Richardson 1.8 400 4,000 
r-l 
J. Malcolm Shealy 2.2 200 
Totals 27.5 6,250 59,000 2.2 200 
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Agricultural engineering played a big part in 1948 Extension 
Program for Richland County. The work included extensive irrigation, 
soil conservation, contruction of farm homes and buildings, in addition 
to furnishing plans, and rural electrification. Tractor and combine 
schools were conducted in cooi:eration with local dealers and oil 
companies. The proper handling of cotton from the field through the 
gin was included in this phase of program. 4-H members were given 
training in the operation and maintenance of farm machinery. The 
building of spraying equipment for controlling noxious weeds in small 
grain and pastures on community basis by farners, was also a phase of 
agricultural engineeringo 
Soil Conservation 
The Congaree Soil Conservation District conducted the soil 
conservation work in Richland County in 1948. The county agent worked 
with dist:r!bt supervisors and also the county technican in carrying out 
the program which has been summarized on the following page. 
Regular meetings of the district supervisors were attended 
by county agent. Throughout the year several f arm plans were drawn 
up cooperatively between the county technican and agent. 
Farm Buildings 
Since building material.a throughout the year were somewhat 
more plentiful, many farmers took advantage of repairing farm buildings 
and homes and several were constructedo Farm home and building plans 
were furnished for this work and assistance given where possible in 
construction of same. More buildings will be constructed and repairs 
made when tba re is more available labor and material. Following is a 
summary of new buildings constructed: 
Summary of Farm Building Plans Furnished Farmers 
Type Building 
Brooder Houses 
Laying Houses 
Hog Houses 
Farm Machinery Sheds 
Dairy Barns 
Silos 
Farm Homes 
Electric Hotbeds 
Number 
10 
3 
16 
3 
4 
2 
t 
h6 
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SUMMARY OF EXTENSION EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN CONNECTION 
WITH SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS 
1. No. group conferences Extension and SCS technicans in county 
a. Attendance at these conferences 
2. No. cormnunity meetillglJ with soil conservation district work 
a. Attendance at these meetings 
J. No. Field Meetings 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
n. 
a. No. Method Demonstrations establishing practices 
1. Attendance 
b. No. meetings at demonstrations (observations) 
1. Attendance 
No. farms on which county agent assisted with soil conservation 
farm planning 
Information material on soil conservation 
a. No. information circulars 
b. No. informational news articles 
c. No. bulletins (soil conservation)distributed 
d. No. radio programs (soil conservation) 
Soil Conservation Program with 4-H clubs 
No. contestants 4-H soil conservation contest 
No. demonstrations to establish farm drainage 
a. No. acres drained 
No. demonstrations maintenance drainage ditches 
No. demonstrations -establish cover of summer or winter 
annuals or perennials for soil conservation 
No. Method Demonstrations farmer-built terraces 
a. Attendance 
12. No. Method demonstrations terrace maintenance 
a. Attendance 
13• No. organized communities in county for soil conservation 
a. No. farms in these cormnunities 
2 
12 
3 
120 
7 
19.5 
3 
110 
4 
8 
40 
420 
8 
18 
5 
2 
45 
2 
2 
3 
llO 
3 
92 
1 
45 
Name 
J.B. Byrd 
Bill Hunt 
John Cotton 
T. s. Armour 
D. T. Holt 
Arthur Drawdy 
Peter Palmer 
Raymond DuBose 
Emmett Rice 
Sidney Bouknight 
Name 
Emmett Rice 
J. B. Byrd 
Wade Cloaninger 
Name 
State Hospital 
Jack Walker 
L. s. Cloaninger 
David Nunamaker 
Charlie Bouknight 
Name 
J. M. Bates 
L. s. Cloaninger 
Louis LeConte 
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Summary of Brooder House Construction 
Adaress Size aa:eac1.ty 
Route #4, City 12 X l4 500 
Eastover 10 X 12 300 
Eastover 10 X 12 300 
Eastover 12 X l4 )00 
Eastover 10 X 12 300 
Eastover 10 X 12 300 
Gadsden 10 X 12 300 
Gadsden 12 X l4 500 
Columbia 12 X l4 500 
Irmo 10 X 12 300 
Summary of Laying House Construction 
Address Size Capacity 
Columbia 20 X 40 300 
Route #4, City J..4 X 20 100 
Eastover 20 X 40 300 
Summary of Hog House Construction 
Address 
Columbia 
Columbia 
Lykesland 
Eastover 
Irmo 
No.Houses 
l 
4 
5 
2 
4 
Summary of Farm Machinery Sheds 
Address 
Wateree 
Lykesland 
Lykesland 
Size 
26 X 6o 
26 X 60 
26 ~ 6o 
Capacity 
12 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Cos~ 
$75.oo 
ao.oo 
60.00 
85.oo 
65.00 
50.00 
70.00 
65.00 
85.oo 
50.00 
Cost 
$100.00 
72.00 
110.00 
Cost 
$2000.00 
160.00 
200.00 
70.00 
100.00 
Cost 
$200.00 
125.00 
300.00 
,-
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Summary of Dairy Barn Construction 
Name Address Size Capacity Cost 
Louis LeConte Lykesland 45 X 20 6 $1500.00 
Dave Nunamaker Ea.stover 10 X 20 6 200.00 
R. G. DuBose Gadsden l4 X 20 6 400.00 
J.C. McCracken Hopkins l4 X 20 6 800.00 
Summary of Silos Constructed 
Name Address Size Cost 
T. c. Lomas Route#l, City 150 T. 3420.00 
R. M. McGregor Lykesland 150 T. 450.00 
Summary of Spraying Outfits -Noxious Weed Control 
Maximum Coverage 
Name Address Cost (Daily) 
Olin Kinsler Route #1, City $120.00 35 Acres 
Talley Moore Lykesland 100.00 20 Acres 
G. J. Ennis Hopkins 90.00 20 Acres 
Summary of Farm Home Construction 
Name Address Home Plan No. 
R. M. McGregor Lykesland 6530 
T. s. Arm.our Eastover 5545 
J. B. Byrd Route #4, City 5542 
T. c. Lomas, Jr. Route #1, City 6523 
Summary of Electric Hotbed Construction 
Name Address --~~~--,,,..--Lower Richland Co-op Eastover 
J. L. Cotton Eastover 
J.F. Craig Eastover 
B. N. Kelley Columbia 
Size 
4 X 60 
4 X 6o 
4 X 6o 
4 X 60 
Cost 
$65.00 
65.oo 
50.00 
65.oo 
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Rural Electri.fication 
There is 741.6 miles of rural line in Richland County 
serving 8868 customers. The follmving is a list of companies 
having rural lines in the county with mileage and custorrers rerved; 
Company Mileage Customers Served 
S. C. Electric and Gas Co. 
Mid-Carolina Electric Co-op 
Fairfield Electric Coop 
Richland County Rural Co-op 
Tri-County Co-op 
319.6 
72.0 
1.44.o 
6o.o 
146.o 
6688 
273 
42S 
1000 
482 
To date rural lines are available in every section of the 
county. More practical and useful equipment is being found in many 
hoIIEs as result of electricity. 
Irrigation 
Irrigation is gaining a strong foothold in Richland County. 
Throughout the year information has been given and detail plans 
laid for additional irrigation systems in 1949. The sprinkler 
system is being used by farmers in each irrigation project. 
Those crops irrigated are truck, pastures, flowers and corn. 
Listed below are records of systems installed in 1948: 
Summa.:2: of Irrigation sistems Installed 
Name Address Acreage Irrigated Cost 
Charlie Foster Route #4, City 6 Corn 1420.00 
Charlie Foster Route #4, City 20 Pasture 
:r. E.Allison Route #4, City so Pasture 2000.00 
Bill M'.idd.lebrook Lykesland s Flowers,Truck 2100.00 ,v. B. Frabazio Columbia 20 Pasture 1800.00 
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AGRONOMY 
Through the efforts of the Richland County Agricultural 
Committee, a number of demonstrations in agronotey" were set up and 
carried out in the various communities. This was a tremendoua 
help in promoting a better understanding as to the pro:rer seed 
selection, method of planting, cultivation and even in harvesting. 
Field meetings were held in connection with many of these 
demonstrations. We feel that this brougl1; out very helpful md 
timely information to farmers and as a result the quality of 
products produced was definitely improved and increased. 
Method and result demonstrations were conducted on the 
following field crops, cotton, corn, oata, wheat, barley, kudzu, 
grain sorghum, legumes for hay and seed, annual grazing and 
permanent pastures. 
COTTON 
Five-Acre 6otton Improvement Demonstrations: Eighteen (18) 
farmers in Richland County completed their records in the five-
acre cotton improvement contest in 1948. For the first time many 
of the yields ran very close together. 
The five-acre cotton improvement contest demonstrations have 
been responsible for the i:rmrease acreage yield and also the quality 
of cotton grown on the various farms in Rich1a.nd County. As is noted 
from the sUJDJDary the yield and percentage lint has been on the increase 
each year. This is not so true of 1946 because of the inadequate 
weather conditions which was responsible for much low quality cotton. 
Cur farmers went all out in using improved seed, treatment of seed 
and proper fertilization of various soil types. 
Personal contacts, circular letters, news articles and radio 
were the means by which farmers were reached regarding this program. 
More farmers used new improved seed in 1948 than ever before. Proper 
harvesting and ginning of cotton was stressed at meetings. One 
cotton picker was used successfully in the county in 1948. 
SUMMA.RY FIVE-ACRE COTTON IMPROVEMENT CONTEST DEMONSTRATIONS 
Seed Lint Value Cost of Net Percent 
Name Cotton Cotton Crop Production Profit Lint Variety 
W.W. )[cCoy 14175 5975 $2217.75 $202.90 $2014.85 42.1 Coker 1s 100 
G. C. Caldwell 13920 5568 2035.32 510.25 1465.07 40.0 Coker•s 100 
Henry Walker 106o5 3550 1406.47 202.90 1203.57 33.4 Coker•s 100 
E. R. Sloan 1086o 4202 1505.69 459.65 1046.04 38.6 Coker 1 1il 100 
H. c. Goodwin 13910 5703 2153.24 513.15 1640.09 41.0 Coker•s 100 
J. R. Clark, Jr. 7685 2850 1005.40 310.00 69.5.40 37.0 Coker 1s 100 
Russell Revere 892.5 3000 1167.00 493.30 673.70 33.6 Coker 1s 100 
I 
R. M. McGregor 9110 3230 1266.38 331.64 934.74 3.5.4 Coker 1s 100 
'° 
G. P. Monroe 6703 2415 911.66 337.48 .574.18 36.o Coker's 100 
(\J 
R. L. Scarborough 11580 3116 1251.04 430.80 820.24 32.0 Coker 1s 100 
L. s. Claaninger 10365 4042 1446.36 378.95 1067.41 39.0 Coker•s 100 
B. A. Jordan, Jr. 11240 5130 1886.00 317.20 1.568.80 45.o Coker's 100 
James La.brew 8505 246o 1004.40 216.45 787.95 29.0 Coker•s 100 
McKenzie Scott 13759 4750 1790.00 759.95 1030.05 34.o Coker 1s 100 
Zack Clark on 9010 3200 1116.30 48.5.10 681.20 3.5 • .5 Coker•s 100 
Carolyn Sims 6991 2000 728.00 3.59.7.5 368.25 30.0 Coker 1s 100 
Blakely Scott 789.5 316.5 1154.70 499.03 655.67 40.0 Coker 1s 100 
Average Lint Per Acre 715.1 Cost Per Acre $76.31 
Value per Acre $267.17 Profit per Acre $191.41 
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SUMMARY COTTON CONTEST RECORDS 
1939 - 1948 
No. Lint Lbs. Value Cost Profit 
Year Dems. Per Acre .t'er Acre Per.hre Per Acre 
1939 32 792.0 $89.41 $33.89 $55.51 
1940 24 699.4 19.51 31.90 47.62 
1941 15 362.1 78.13 Jl.90 50.53 
1942 13 527.5 127.91 40.16 87.78 
1943 7 567.3 150.62 47.80 102.73 
1944 5 798.0 235.37 48.ll 187.26 
1945 12 630.0 166.96 63.99 102.95 
1946 18 514.0 222.55 6o.69 159.63 
1947 14 724.0 264.29 87.15 177.15 
1948 18 115.o 267.17 76.31 191.41 
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CORN 
As a resul.t of increased interest in corn production, there 
was a three acre yellow corn contest conducted in the county in 1948. 
This contest included farmers who planted either open polinated or 
hybrids .of yellow corn. 
It was gratifying to note the interest shown by farmers in the 
improved practices used in the producation of corn in 1948. Out of 
48 contesta.nts entered, only 24 completed the demonstration and 
submitted records. This small percentage of completions was due 
to the extreme drought witnessed during the growing season. 
Record• show th.a. t on those fields where winter cover crops were 
turned under, the highest yields resulted. Following thia., tha closer 
spacing and higher application of nitrate material proved best. 
The summary table reveals the fact that there was considerable 
increase in the average yield per acre over the :i-.st county-wide corn 
contest which was conducted in 1943. The average yield per acre in 
1943 was 48.7 bushels, whereas in 1948 the average was 73.83 bushels. 
The f ollonng farm machinery dealers in Columbia made this very 
worthy contest possible in 1948: Fairfield Tractor Company, Columbia Farm 
Equipment Company, Pal.lletto Farm Supply Company, Farmers Cooperative 
Exchange, Trotter Distributing Company, Green Harvester Company and 
Easom Implement Company and Caughman Feed and Seed Company. 
Winners in the Three Acre Yellow Corn Contest in 1948 
Name Variety Yield 
J. E. Add;y Marrett•s Golden Pro. 93.9 
Lee Campbell Wood's 210 93.6 
G. R. Beckham Wood's 210 93.5 
J. R. Hawkins N. C. 27 92.1 
Louis LeConte Good I s Golden 91.3 
1943 Average Yield Per Acre - 48.70 Bu. 
1948 Average Yield Per Acre - 83.83 Bu. 
Prize 
$100.00 
&J.oo 
40.00 
20.00 
.s.oo 
SUMMARY THREE ACRE CORN CONTEST DEMONSTRATIONS IN 1948 
Yield Bus. per Cost of Cost Value 
Name Acres Varietz Bu. Acre Production Per A. of cro;e Profit 
Roland Metze 30 L. Yellow 1812.0 60.4 $J.lw.OO $4.80 $2718.00 $2574.00 
Louis Leconte 10 Good's Golden 273.3 91.3 503.25 50.32 1369.50 766.25 
E. R. Sloan 3 N.C. 27 271.5 90.5 111.00 37.00 407.25 296.25 
J. H. Young 3 Good's Golden 178.2 59.4 105.15 35.05 267.30 162.15 
w. A. Blackwell 3 Wood's 210 183.9 61.3 84.50 28.16 275.85 191.35 
L. s. Cloa.ninger 5 N, c. 27 253.2 84.4 l.46.30 29.26 633.00 486.70 
J. F. Craig 3 N. C. 27 176.4 58.8 121.75 24.35 264.60 142.85 
Charlie Foster 3 L.Yellow -70% 
N. C. 27 - 15% 273.0 91.0 787.00 131.17 819.00 32.00 
Dan Gray 3 Wood's 210 137.7 45.9 100.62 33.54 688.50 587.63 
J. R. Hawkins 3 N. C. 27 276.3 92.1 147.00 29.40 690.75 543.75 
I 
Isaac Hayne 20 N. C. 27 146.7 48.9 778.75 33.93 l.467.00 688.25 
C.H. Derrick 6 Douthit's 225.0 15.o 159.50 26.58 675.00 515.50 
°' 
B.B.Ea.rgle&C.E.Wise 3 L. Yellow 181.5 60.5 107.40 35.80 272.25 164.85 
C\I J. E. Addy 3 Marrett's ProI. 281.7 93.9 175.50 43.87 562.20 386.70 
L. S. Bouknight 6 Wood's 210 192.6 64.2 211.00 35.16 577.80 366.80 
J. D. Derrick, Jr. 3 L. Yellow 204.6 68.2 109.25 36.42 306.90 196.65 
J. o. Riley 3 L. Yellow 200.1 66.7 59.83 17.94 300.15 240.32 
W. J. Riley 3 L. Yellow 203.4 67.8 59.83 19.94 305.10 245.27 
G. R. Beckham 3 Wood's 210 280.5 93.5 132.50 44.16 420.75 288.25 
L. S. Blume 3 N. C. 27 262.2 87.4 80.50 26. 8.3 393.30 312.80 
A.. C. Ballentine 5 Wood's 210 180.0 60.o 110.50 22.10 450.00 339.50 
George M. Eargle 3 L. Yellow 237.9 79.3 52.40 17.46 356.85 304.45 
Tom Beckham 3 Wood's 210 233.7 77.9 107.40 35.80 350.40 243.00 
Lee Campbell 3 Wood's 210 280.8 93.6 132.90 44.30 421.20 288.30 
Average Yield Per Acre - 73.83 Bushels 
Cost of Production Per Acre - 134.04 
Profit Per Acre - $77.92 
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SMALL GRAIN 
Oats Production: Eleven (11) demonstrations in the production of oats 
were completed. A summary of the demonstrations follows: 
Summary of Oats Demonstrations 
Name Acres Varietl Yield Cost Value Profit 
N. L. King 8 Fulgrain 320 $208.80 $480.oo $271.20 
Perry Richardson 5 Fulgrain 250 105.90 375.00 269.10 
H. L. Metze 10 Victorgrain 610 287.40 915.00 627.60 
B. L. Slice 5 Fulgrain 215 116.SO 322.50 206.00 
Charles Rauch 25 Fulgrain 750 450.20 1125.00 674.80 
J. M. Abney 20 Fulgrain 1000 380.00 1650.00 1270.00 
L. A. Gunter 40 Fulgrain 2400 488.oo 36oo.oo 3112.00 
G. c. Wilson 15 Fu1grain 450 330.00 675.00 345.00 
J. }l. Bates 20 Fulgrain 1200 186.00 450.00 264.00 
c. M. Haithcock 40 Fulgrain 1800 964.00 2700.00 1736.00 
G. Co CaldNell 20 !Fulgrain 1100 140.00 300.00 16o.oo 
Totals 208 10,095 $3656.80 $12592.50 $8935.70 
Wheat Production: Three (3) demonstrations were completed in the production 
of wheat. A SUI!Dl'l&ry of these demonstrations follows: 
Summary of Wheat Demonstrations 
Name Acres Varietl Yield Cost Value P~fit 
R. L. Scarborough 20 Coker' s R.H. 620 $220.50 $1240.00 $1020.50 
Richard Riley 5 Coker 's R.H. 105 65.00 210.00 14.5.00 
P. E. Wis 10 Coker 's R.H. 182 103.00 364.00 261.00 
Totals 35 907 $388.50 $181.4.00 $1426.oo 
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Swmnary of Barley Demonstrations 
Name Acres Yield Cost Value 1-'rofit 
J. A. Burnside 5 200 $116.25 $320.00 $203.75 
Kermit Amick 5 170 51.20 172.00 114.80 
w. J. Ball ntine 6 240 119.20 384.00 264.80 
Totals 16 610 $292.65 $826.00 $583.25 
Grain Sorghum Production: Four (4) demonstrations in the production of 
grain sorghum were completed. A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
Summary of Grain Sorghum Demonstrations 
Name Acres Varietz Yield Cost Value Profit 
Olin Kinsler 5 Plowman 280 $123.60 $490.00 $37Q. 40 
D. A. Swygert 10 Caprock 315 91. 00 472.50 381.50 
TaJ.ley Moore 5 Hegari 112 .81.00 .168.00 81.00 
R. M. McGresor 10 He~ari 410 220.00 615.oo 495.00 
Totals 30 1117 $521.60 $1745.50 $1333.90 
' Grain sorghums such as hegari and milo ha'\e gained a definite place in the 
farming program on many farms in the county. This as a feed crop in the 
form of grain or stover is proving of great benefit to livestock producers. 
Very good results were witnessed in 1948 by all farl'.IErs growing this 
crop. 
Summa.!:l of LesEedeza for Seed Demonstrations 
Name Variety Acres Yield Value Cost Profit 
L. s. Bouknight Kobe 10 3000 $6oO.OO $13.50 $587.50 
Dave Nunamaker Kobe 20 4895 979.00 41.00 938.00 
Totals 30 7895 $1579.00 $54.50 $1525.50 
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SUMMARY OF LEGUMES FOR HAY PRODUCTION 
Summary of LesEedeza for Haz Production 
Name Variety Acres Yield T. Cost Value Profit 
S. O. Wiggins Kobe 10 15 $600.00 $112.00 $488.00 
Dr. Gene Clark Kobe 5 10 400.00 61.00 339.00 
Totals 15 25 $1000.00 $173.00 $827 .oo 
Summary of Alfalfa for Haz Production 
Name Variety Acres Yield Value Cost Profit 
J. A. Burnside Kansas 4 24T $960.oo $128.00 $832.00 
R. M. McGregor Kansas 8 40 1600.00 207.50 1392.50 
Russell Revere Kansas 10 45 1840.00 318.20 1521.80 
Louis Leconte Kansas 5 30 1200.00 116.75 1083.25 
Frank Hampton Kansas 5 30 1200.00 145.25 10,4.75 
Totals 32 169 $6800.00 $915.70 $5884.30 
Summary of Kudzu for Haz Production 
Name Acres Yield Value Cost Profit 
Harper Bickley 4 8 $320.00 $38.oo $282.00 
J. A. Burnside 5 10 400.00 40.00 360.oo 
Totals 9 18 $720.00 $78.00 $642.00 
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son. BUILDim CROPS 
Soil Building Crops: It was brought out very clearly by numberous 
farmers that the effort put forth in the production of soil building 
crops is a very economical way of increasing crop yields. Farm visits 
were made by farmers to study the growth of various crops and the 
final yield folloring cover cropa such as crimson clover, vetch and 
1ustrian winter peas turned under in early spring. It was noted 
further that those fields which were covered with a soil building crop 
during winter months lost very little soil from erosion and that 
increased yields resulted. 
In addition to field meetings, circular letters, radio and newspaper 
articles ,rere a means of reaching the mass of people. As a result 
of demonstrations and other educational work that was a definite 
increase in the acreage of both winter and summer cover crops. 
It is the opinion of all farmers that cover crops are beneficial to 
all crops following them. The application of extra amount of potash 
to the land before planting has met with farmers very favorably. 
All these crops planted int he fall and turned under in the spring 
brought outstanding results. Heavy seeding rates proved vecy beneficial. 
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ANNUAL GRAZING CROPS 
Annual Grazing Crops: For the first time cover crops were found in 
every section of the county• These crops included both winter and 
summer grazing. All commercial dairymen and beef cattle growers 
had an increased acreage in these crops. In addition to the commercial 
livestock,farmers with the family cow or beef for home consumption, 
planted a small acreage to supplement permanent pasture during the 
summer months in particular. 
The greatest increase in grazing acreage was noted on the small farm 
where only the family livestock was being taken care of. 
Pearl Millet and Sudan Grass constituted summer grazing mixtures and 
mixture of oats, barley, rye, rye grass and crimson clover was used 
for winter and early spring grazing. Following is a ~ of a 
representative group of farmers having grazing in various sections 
of the county: 
SUMMARY OF ANNUAL GRAZING DEMONSTRATIONS 
Date of Grazing 
Name Crop Acres Seeding Period Cost Value 
R. M. McGregor C.Clover,Oats,Rye Dec. 1 -
Rye grass 6o Oct. 2 April 1 $1800.00 $5320.00 
s. H. Zimmerman Oats,barley,rye grass 
crimson clover 55 Sept.24 Nov. 1 -
April 1 2150.65 7420.00 
H. E. Bickley C. Clover, oats 5 Oct. 15 Dec. l-Mar.15 130.00 315.00 
James King Rye, C. Clover 10 Sept.20 Nov.l - Apr.5 240.00 670.00 
J. A. Burnside Oats,rye,C.clover, 
I Barley 70 Oct. 5 Nov.15 -
April 1 2800.00 6400.00 
\!\ 
C"'"\ Frank Hampton Oats,barley,C.Clover 10 Oct.15 Nov.15-Apr.l 510.00 1140.00 
Cecil Metz C.Clover,Oats,R.grass 4 Sept.l Oct.15-Apr.l 12,.00 355.oo 
Perry Richardson C.Clover,R.grass,Barley 5 Sept.16 Nov.l-Apr.15 180.00 325.00 
w. E. Allison Oats,barley,rye grass 
Crimson clover 20 Sept.1 Oct.5 - Apr.l 640.00 1530.00 
Floyd Summers C.Clover,Rye grass,oats S Oct.15 Nov.30-Apr.15 uo.oo 305.00 
w. M. Swindler R.grass,oats,rye 20 Oct.12 Nov.30-Apr.l 540.00 1500.00 
G. c. Caldwell C.clover,oats,barley 25 Oct.l Nov.15-Apr.1 1200.00 3300.00 
Earl Cromer Oats,barley,C.Clover 10 Oct.1 Nov.5 -Mar.15 360.oo 745.00 
Kermit Amick C.Clover,rye grass 5 Sept.15 Novll -Apr.15 162 • .50 370.00 
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PERMA.NENr PASTURES 
As a result of the permanent pasture demonstrations set up 
in every section of the county in 1945, we have had more requests 
than ever for pasture work in 1948. The demonstrations were 
completed as to fertilizer and seeding recommendations and were 
observed very closely by farmers in the various communities. 
The clearing of pasture lands and sowing dallas grass, 
white dutch clover, ladino clover and fescue, along withoomplete 
fertilization was tried on many farms. Uplands were seeded to 
lespedeza, fescue and bermuda grass. 
Consderable progress -was made in 1948 in pasture work. 
Farmers throughout the county are very enthusiastic about the 
response of pasture grasses and clovers to complete fertilization. 
Farmers are beginning to fertilize their pastures similar to 
field crops0 
As a result of grazing on many farms in our county, 
more profit has been realized from both dairy and beef cattle in 
1948. More farm!rs than ever before have realized twelve months 
grazing from permanent pastures. 
Following is summarization of a representative group 
of pasture demonstrations conducted in Richland County in 1948: 
SUMMARY OF PERMANENT PASTURE DEMONSTRATIONS 
Year Animal Carrying Days 
Name Acres Established Fertilizer Units ~razed CaEacitz Grasses Grazed Value 
D. A.Swygert 10 1945 2000# Lime 12 1.2 Dallas 225 $2001.00 
500# Phosphate Ladino 
100# potash 
2oo# soda 
Lespedeza 
Ladino Cl. 
Perry Richardson 1945 tJJO# 0-12-12 Dallas 
200# phoso 6 1.3 Lespedeza 190 926.25 
806# 0-12-12 
, 
Ladino c. 
Malcolm Shealz 3 1946 200# B.Slag 3 1.0 DallaszLesp.190 427.50 
5oo# 3-9-9 Ladino c. 
Cecil Metze 5 1946 2000# Lime 5 1.0 Di.las, Le sp. 200 750.00 
1 2006# Lime w.Dutch,Da.llas Heber 1. Metze 12 1946 000# 3-9-9 12 1.0 Les~deza 225 2025.00 
C'-
106# Potash Fescue,Dallas 
C"'\ H. E. Bickley 1 1945 50o# Phos. Ladino Clover 
100# Soda 1 1.0 Lese:deza 200 1050.00 
266# Phos.45% Crimson Cl. 
James King 10 1945 200# potash 10 1.0 Dallas 200 1500.00 
Lespedeza 
W.D.Clover 
506# Phos. Dallas 
G. c. Wilson 12 1944 2ooll potash 18 1.5 Lespedeza 200 1800.00 
Hol!I clover 
Ladino 
Yr. 1948 Animal Carrytng 
&arlied Name Acres Established Fertilizer Units grazed Ca:eaciti Grasses Valm 
800# 0-12-14 Dallas,Lesp. 
w. E. Allison 20 1945 20o# Lime 30 1.5 Ladino c. 250 $5025.00 
100# 3-9-9 Fescue 
R. M. McGre~or 5 1946 200# Soda 5 1.0 Ladino,Les;e. 200 750.00 
Ladino,Dallas 
w. A. Bloom. Jr. 5 1945 500# 3-9-9 5 1.0 Lespedeza 175 656.25 
2006# Lime Ladino C0 • 
w. A. Bloom, Jr. 5 1948 OOo# Phos. A. Fescue 
500# Basic sla~ No Grazin~ Les~deza 
200# Murate Ladino c. 
T.R. Beckham 5 1-945 500# phos. Lespedeza 
100# soda. 5 1.0 Dallas 200 750.00 sooH 3-9-9 Ladino c. 
Floyd Su:mrrers 1945 2ooolJ lime 5 1.0 Lespedeza 250 837.50 
Dallas 
J. w. DuBard 5 1945 50o# phos. 5 
Lespedeza 
1.0 Bermuda 170 637.50 
2006# LilOO Ladino 
G. c. Caldwell 10 1946 Boo# 3-9-9 10 1.0 Lespedeza 280 2100.00 
co Dallas 
C""\ 2006# lime Fescue 
I Kermit Amick 4 1946 800# 0-12-12 4 1.0 Ladino C. 
2006# Lime 
Dallas,Lesp. 
Ladino c. 
195 584.80 
Charlie Foster 25 1944 1000# 3-9-9 25 1.0 Fescue 300 5625.oo 
Les deza 
Dallas 
NEW PERMANENT PASTURE DEMONSTRATIONS - 1948 
Fertilizer Grasses and 
Name Acres Material Clovers 
2000# lime Fescue 
w. A. Bloom, Jr. 5 1000# acid Bermuda,ladino c. 
500/I Basic slag Lespedeza 
2006# Lime Fescue, Ladino 
R. B. Stork 10 800# 3-9-9 Lespedeza 
2000# lime 
J.R. Clark 10 50o# basic slag Fescue 
500# acid Ladino Clover 
2000# lime F'escue, l.adino 
L. S. Bouknight 5 1000# 3-9-9 Lespedeza 
5 2000# lime 
Bermuda grass 
Kermit Amick Fescue 
I 500# 3-9-9 Lad.inc 
2 T. Manure Lespedeza 
0\ 2000,3/ lime 
("t"\ J. C. McCracken 800 # 3-9-9 Fescue 
5 Ton manure Ladino clover 
3000# lime Fescue 
Richard Riley 4 500# 3-9-9 Ladino 
500# acid 
2006# lime Bermuda grass 
H. s. Meetze 2 500# 3-9-9 Fsecue, lespedeza 
Ladino cl'1ver 
Ladino clover 
H. L. Meetze 5 2000# lime Dallas 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
With the increase in acreage of grazing crops and number 
of livestock produced in Richland County during the year, 
there was a greater interest shown by farmers throughout the 
county in selection of a better quality animal. The income 
from livestock increased as a result of the above prarlices. 
A summary of some of the livestock, especially for breeding, 
which was purchased and sold follows: 
Summary of Hog Breeding Stock Purchases 
Name Number Breed Kind Price 
L. s. Cloaninger 3 Hampshire Gilts $220.00 
Don Riddle 1 Duroc Boar 25.00 
H. s. Allen 1 Duroc Gilt 35.00 
E. J. Ennis 2 Hampshire Gilt 100.00 
Jack Walker 2 Hampshire- Gilt 100.00 
o. L. Eargle 2 Duroc Gilt 150.00 
A. C. Ballentine 1 Duroc Boar 35.00 
Sam West 3 Hampshire Gilt J.50.00 
B. A. Jordan 5 Hampshire Gilt 220.00 
Totals 18 $1035.00 
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Summary of Beef Cattle Purchased 
Name Ntnnber Breed Kind Price 
L. A. Denny 1 Hereford Bull $200.00 
H. H. Hinnant 1- Hereford Bull 16o.oo 
A. c. Friday l Hereford Bull 100.00 
G. R. Beckham 1 Hereford Bull 170.00 
T. s. Armour l Hereford Bull 150.00 
Emmett Rice l: Hereford Bull JQo.oo 
Charley Rauch 1 Hereford Bull 100.00 
Forest Shealy 3 Hereford Heifers 22.5.00 
E. J. Lever 1 Hereford Heifer 75.oo 
W. H. Cobb 5 Hereford Cows 1500.00 
Totals 16 $2980.oo 
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mrsH POTATO FEEDING 
Richland county farmers were able to secure 96,600 pounds 
of surplus irish potatoes for livestock feeding this year. 
The potatoes were fed to 685 head of livestock ihcluding 
both cattle and hogs. All farmers feeding these potatoes were very 
well pleased and our summarization report show that all cattle 
gained steadily from the beginning of the feeding IB riod.. 
There were a number of additional orders for potatoes placed 
that could not be filled as a result of late season. 
All farmers who fed the potatoes felt that it was a means 
of conserving much needed feed and it took the pJa.ce of much 
concentrated feed that was being fed at that time. 1'he potatoes 
fitted in well because of the shortage of grazing during that 
season of the summer. 
A summary of feeding irish potatoes is given on following page. 
REPORT ON FEEDING IRISH POTATOES 
No. Kind of Amount of Pre para ti on of Grasing 
Name Animals himal Potatoes fed Potatoes Grain used 
Chopped Dallas grass 
Charlie Foster 100 Beef 9000# with hoe Ladino clover more 
Gave excellent 
H. L. Meetze 15 Hogs &:>00# Cooked & salt Corn finish to hogf 
economical saj 
J• c. Lanham 300 Hogs 30,00o/l Cooked & salt Lespedeza Potatoes gaine 
1.5 i:er day 
Good even 
finish 
I J.C. Northcutt 200 Hogs 21,600 Cooked & salt None Economical 
gain -well 
I"'\ finish ..::t 
E. H. Salmon 70 Beef 30,000 Chopped with 
hoe Lespedeza Good gain 
well pleased 
Totals 685 96,6cc 
Animals fed - 685 
Total amount of potatoes fed - 96,600 pounds 
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DAIRYING / 
Extension work in dairying for Richland County in 1948 
consisted of ways and means of producing milk more economically. 
This consisted of more a.nd better annual grazing crops in addition 
to improved permanent pastures on every farm where milk is produced 
commerically. Extensive work was done in an effort to have sufficient 
grazing for every day int he year. As a result of this, there is 
more grazing available on these farms than ever before. 
In addition to the production of sufficient feed through annual 
grazing much stress was put upon the use of good sires, and placement 
of outstanding dams and cows. The County Agricultural Committee 
went further in studying the plans and making a survey to determine 
the feasibility of organizing or adopting the artificial insemination 
program for Richland County. Over 1200 cows were signed up. 
The construction of improved dairy barns and use of improved 
equipment was tressed in :rooetings and visits with milk production. 
Our milk producers in the county witnessed a very successful year 
in 1948. 
Purebred Sires 
Following is a sunnnary of purebred bulls placed. These bulls 
were selected in respect to production and individuality. 
Name 
R. M. McGregor 
E. R. Sloan 
L. s. Bouknight 
D. c. Nunamaker 
J. L. Cotton 
s • o. Hggins 
Summary of Purebred Bulls Placed in 1948 
Breed 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
Total 
Cost 
$70.00 
60.oo 
75.00 
150.00 
55.00 
80.00 
$490.00 
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DAIRY CATTLE PURCHASED: Besides the placement of bulls the 
county agent assisted in the placement of the following purchases: 
Summary of Dai!7 Cattle Purchased 
Na.me Breed No. Kind Price 
G. C. Caldwell Guernsey 3 Heifers $450.00 
J.A. Burnside G'l.l!rnsey 1 Heifer 16o.oo 
J. c. McCracken G~rnsey 10 Cows 3000.00 
E. R. Sloan Guernsey 3 Cows 425.00 
D.C. Nunamaker OUl!!rnsey 3 Heifers 6oo.oo 
Louie Conder Guernsey 1 Cow 2,0.00 
H. s. Allen Guernsey 1 Heifer 200.00 
w. E • . Allison Guernsey 8 Cows 2400.00 
Total 30 $7485.oo 
DAIRY CATTLE SALES: The agents cooperated with dairy specialists 
in selecting dairy bulls, heifers and cows for various sales both 
private and auction. Following is a summary of sales made and 
which were assisted by agent: 
Summary of Daiey Cattle Sales 
Name Breed No. Kind Price 
s. H. Zimmerman Guernsey s Heifers $1620.00 
J. B. Roddey Guernsey 190 Heifers 1 6080.00 
J. A. Douglass Guernsey 3 Heifers 525.00 
Louie Conder Guernsey 2 Heifers 2so.oo 
w. H. Abell Jersey 1 Cow 200.00 
w. H. Abell Jersey 1 Heifer 16o.oo 
R. P. Maples Gue:rnsey 1 Bull 195.00 
R. P. Maples Guernsey 3 Heifers 420.00 
206 $9450.00 
.:fo., oo . , 
1?,f .J'D , OC 
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Silage Production 
Five demonstrations were conducted with dairymen 
in the production of silage in 1948. A summary of these 
records follows: 
Summary of Silage Production Demonstrations 
Name CroE Acres Yield Cost Cost Per T2 
Bill Swindler Corn 10 99 T. $219.30 $2.21 
J. A. Burnside Corn & B. 40 425 To 817.00 1.92 
R. M. McGregor Corn & B. 30 210 T. 624.50 2.97 
T. c. Lomas Corn 20 170 T. 372.50 2.19 
Paul Kerr Corn & B. 12 108 T., 307.10 2.84 
Total 112 1012 To $2340.40 
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MARKETIID DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Through thee fforts of Richland County Agricultural Committee 
a more effective distribution of fluid milk in Richland County 
was possible. This was especially true among small farmers 
throughout the county who have just begun producing milk commercially 
with a few cows. 
Several farmers, who in the past, have been selling to 
Borden Company have constructed Grade A barns and are now selling 
Grade A milk. 
A market for milk produced in county is available through 
the Borden Plant at Newberry and to the various milk plants in 
Columbia. Some producers in the Lower Richland are producing 
milk and selling to local dairymen who in turn process and deliver 
in the city of Columbia. 
Income from the sale of milk has proven very beneficial to 
the smll farmer throughout the county in 1948. 
Demonstrations in the proper handling of milk,more economically 
produced through sufficient grazing and improved livestock, were 
conducted throughout the county. 
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ENTOMOLOOY AND PLANT PATHOLOOY 
The disease and insect control problem was given considerable 
emphasis and attention in 1948. The control of field crop insects and 
diseases in addition to livestock parasites, internally and externally, 
constituted entomology work in 1948. Field and farm demonstrations 
on the use of various materials, in addition to newspaper articles, 
circular letters and radio programs, were means of carrying out the work. 
Cotton Insects and Diseases 
The treatment of cotton seed with ceresan before planting has been 
adopted as a universal practice on farms in county. With many farmers, 
especially 4-H club members, demonstrations lf1Jre held in an effort 
to illustrate properly the treating of ootton seed. As a result of 
weather conditions, cotton farmers were faced with a problem, considerable 
amount of rust and various kinds of "wilt. 11 The agent had the opportunity 
of visiting Coker 1s Pedigreed Seed Farm in an effort to study the 
various forms of wilt and to determine proper recommendations to lac al 
farmers. In many cases additional amounts of potash seemed to eliminate 
an appreciable amount of the trouble. As a result of wilt during previous 
years, practically every farmer in the county planted Coker 1s 100 Wllt 
resistant seed. 
Boll Weevil Control 
Richland County witnessed in 1948 one of the most effective boll 
weevil control years. Testimonials from farmers indicate that on 
practically every farm effective control measures were witnessed. As a 
result of effective thinking and planning by the Richland County 
Agricultural Committee, in cooi:erationwith local dealers, every community 
was supplied with sufficient insecticides, and method of application, 
resulting in good area control. Over 90% of all farmers poisoned 
weevils in 1948. Dusters were available in each community for custom 
work. Cooperative orders were distributed by dealers on cont~unity basis. 
The erection of suitable posters in all country stores stimulated great 
interest in furthering the control program. 
From demonstrations conducted, indications are that farmers did use 
more BHC than any of the other insecticides in control of weevil in 1948. 
In summarizing our 48 weevil control work as gathered from farmers, we 
find that cotton should be poisoned as soon as buds begin to form with 
very few pounds of BHC. '1tls is to be continued at week intervals for 
4 to 6 weeks. As soon as migration begins, continue to use BHC at week 
intervals using up to 15 pounds P' r acre. 
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This material was compared with both Chlordane and Toxaphene during 
migration. Those farmers, several in number, conducting demonstrations 
find that they received much better control using BHC even during 
migration period. 
Army or Wire Worm 
Due to the serious outbreak and continuation of the army worm or 
wire worm in early spring and summer months, considerable work was 
carried on in an effort to develope an effective method of control. 
Since the earliest outbreak was in corn, we began trying the various 
insecticides. In addition to the army worm, the bud worm in this corn 
did considerable damage also. 
BHC at rate of 15 pounds per acre was the most effective means 
of control. One application killed all worms. Chlordane and Toxaphene 
in addition to DDT was also used. 
In addition to the damage witnessed in corn crop, considerable 
damage was realized on pastures and grazingo Toxaphene was used 
exclusively with excellent results. 15 pounds per acre defintely 
controlled the worms, without any serious effect to livestock. 
Dusting throughout the surmner months was in order to keep the various 
worms under control. 
DDT 
In early spring farmers began using DDT in control of flies and 
mosquitoes around the farm buildings, home and also an livestock. 
In the past excellent results were obtained but this year very little, 
if any control, was realized from use of this material. The county 
agent conducted a number of demonstrations in dairies and on cattle 
in a.n effort to solve the problem. DDT was used in various percentages 
but results were the same with no control. 
This year we received much .assistance from our extension entomologist, 
and DuPont Company in cooperation with Epting Distributing Company in 
use of "Marlate"• "l'e began using this material on demonstrational basis. 
Good control for a long period of time was realized. Marlate was used 
extensively by dairymen and general farmers throughout the county. 
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Horse Fly Control 
During the year horse fly control was given much attention 
because of the seriousness to our dairy and beef cattleo They were 
more numerous in the lower section of county. Through our federal 
entomologists and our local extension entomologist we were able to 
secure the material, "Rotenone Pyrenone Emulsion Concentrate" which 
proved to be very effective in controlling this fly. It was proven 
in each case that when sprayed once it was not necessary to repeat 
oftener than 7 day intervals. Gratifying results were obtained by 
all farmers using this material. Plans are under way to have an 
effective area control during spring and summer of 1949. 
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FORESTRY 
Forestry work throughout the county during 1948 gained considerable 
more interest than in previous years. It was noted that tenant farmers 
are taking more interest in forest preservation, such as fire prevention, 
proper thining and selective cutting. 
Fire prevention, selective cutting, tree planting, woodland 
examination, insect control and proper marketing of woodland products 
were the phases of forestry work in 1948. Following is a summary of 
some of the phases of forestry work in Richland County: 
Woodland Examination and Selective Cuttings The following summary 
is an illustration of the fact that greater interest is being shown in 
proper handling of our forest trees, especiallY during the season of 
cutting. Our farmers realize and proved it du.ring the year that it is 
most practical to have the timber cruised and properly marked before 
any contract is made for sale of products. 
Summa of Woodland Examination and selective Cutt· 
December 1,19 7 - October 31,19 
Landowner Acres Examined Acres Marked Ed.Ft. 
H. A. Bickley 
Mrs. Charlotte Cato 
C. J. Cato 
E. K. Deloach 
F. M. Dwight 
J. M. Eleazer 
Charlie Foster 
Edwin Guy 
Allie J. Lever 
lt. H. Lever 
Louis LeConte 
J. W. Lindler 
Lowman Home 
W. J. Mikell 
Ridgewood Camp 
W. E. Reyne 
J. H. Seaber 
Sherman Smith 
J. H. Wilson 
J. R. Wilson 
L. M. Yelton 
Dr. J. H. Young 
Totals: 
25 
28 
210 
20 
144 
6o 
100 
157 
112 
91 
100 
300 
150 
30 
70 
40 
88 
65 
130 
60 
29 
15 
40 
120 
45 
30 
87 
40 
1980 Acres Examined 
397 Acres Marked 
796,223 Board Feed Marked 
357.1 Cord Marked 
48,740 
40,398 
259,851 
134,044 
131,184 
182,006 
Cords 
10 
106.7 
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Pulpwood Thinning Contest: Richland County farmers ent~red the five-
acre pulpwood thinning contest for the third year. This comst was 
conducted jointly with state commissioh of forestry. Four pulpwood 
companies made available $2465.00 in prize money for those doing 
outstanding work. The purpose of the contest was to promote better 
cutting practices and to prove that income can be substantially 
increased by using farm labor to move the product to market. 
T. w. Cooper, Columbia s.c. was the county winner. J. B. Heins, 
another contestant of ~hewood, was eliminated because of previous 
winnings. This is a contest within itself which has stimulated 
considerable interest because for the past few years it has been 
in progress, farmers are seeing that t..~e plots thinned during first 
year made considerable growth as a result of better spacing. As a 
result of the pulpwood thinning contest many farmers are realizing 
a nice income from trees thinned. 
Reforestationr 278,800 pine seedlings were planted by Richland County 
farmers in ·l946e These seedlings were grown in the nursery operated 
by the South Carolina Commission of Forestry. Through special 
provision of State ~gislature seedlings were available up to 5000 
to landowners for fifty-cents per thousand exp~ess charges. 
Due to labor conditions many farners who anticipated the planting of 
seedlings were unable to do so. Farmers are more enthusiastic than 
ever in planting idle land to seedlings realizing that trees are an 
excellent soil conservation crop and at same time over a period of 
years a nice income is realized. 
Through assistance of agricultural leaders and district supervisors 
one tree planting machiner was purchased and is being used by Richland 
County farmers in tree planting. Indications are that much sand land 
will be planted to worthy trees next year0 A summary of landowners 
planting t~ees follows: 
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Summary Seedlings Planted in 1948 
Name 
Bella Vista Gardens 
G.D. Bellinger 
H.F. Bishop & C.H. Schaeffer 
H.F. Bishop & c. H. Schaeffer 
C. Breakman 
E. F. Broome 
M. Brown 
E. K. DeLoach 
Dentsville School 
J. E. Edens 
G. J. Ennis 
A. c. Flora 
A. c. Flora 
w. L. Funderburk 
s. Godbold 
H. T. Grant 
R. C. Harper 
R. C. Harper 
R. C. Harper 
W. H. Harth 
c. F. ~ 
E. Metz 
G. P. Monroe 
A. T. Moore 
c. T. Mccutchen 
G. T. McCutchen 
G. T. Mccutchen 
o. A. McElroy 
s. B. Mc:Master 
v. A. Pinner 
W. D. Verner 
w. Weston 
w. Weston 
W. Va. Pulp & Paper 
w. Va. Pulp & Paper 
W. Va. Pulp & Paper 
w. J. Wilson 
Species 
Loblolly 
Loblolly 
Longleaf 
Slash 
Longleaf 
Longlea.f 
Longleaf 
Slash 
Loblolly 
Slash 
Loblolly 
Loblolly 
Slash 
Longleaf 
Longlea.f 
Loblo~ 
Loblolly 
Longleaf 
Slash 
Longleaf 
Slash 
Loblolly 
Slash 
Loblolly 
Loblolly 
Longleaf 
Slash 
SJ.ash 
Loblolly 
LongJeaf 
Loblolly 
Longleaf 
SJ.ash 
Loblolly 
Longleaf 
Spruce 
S1ash 
Total 
Number 
3000 
2500 
300 
500 
1000 
2000 
1000 
5000 
6000 
20000 
2000 
5000 
5000 
20000 
500 
3000 
2000 
1500 
1500 . 
1.500 
5000 
3000 
5000 
5000 
2500 
1500 
1000 
5000 
10000 
5000 
,5000 
5000 
10000 
90000 
5000 
2,000 
10000 
278,800 
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Cork Oak Seedlings: 4-H club members (280) planted a total of 
J.400 cork oak acorns in 1948. These acorns were planted according 
to specifications. Many 4-H members are displaying vigorous 
cork oak seedlings as result of these acorns planted for past few 
years. It was somewhat discouraging in that a very small number 
of acorns producing seedlings that survivedo Three additional 
cork oak seedlings were planted on the Cour House grounds on 
Arbor Day. This makes a total of five which completes the tree 
planting at Court House. 
4-H Forestry: Proper thinning and marketing of products constituted 
a big part of the 4-H club program of 1948. 4-H club members 
gathered quite a number of pine cones for state commission of 
forestry. Another phase of forestry work among 4-H members was 
fires and prevention. 4-H club members in club groups were taught 
the proper method of thinning trees- those to leave and remove in 
order to receive the greatest good in the future. Tree planting 
and fire prevention demonstrations were put on by 4-H club members. 
The Eastover 4-H club boys continued their work in their 4-H club 
plot on school grounds which was started several years ago. 
Forestry films were shown to all 4-H club members in 1948. 
Rural Fire Prevention Program: During the year the county agent 
worked closely with county forest ranger in an effort to prevent 
forest fires in rural sections. Meetings were held with leaders 
and fire wardens in each section of the county. At this time 
plans were formulated for tenant and landlord cooperation in fire 
prevention and in case of fire for fire fighting. During the summer 
a meeting ltl.S planned by forestry committee and a tour was made of 
the county to the various fire towers and demonstrations given on 
the operations carried out by fire wairdens and effective control 
of fires in fire fighting. This tour stimulated much interest among 
farm leaders. This is an excellent means of bringing to attention 
of farmers the importance of conserving th~ir trees, our natural 
resource. 
Marketing: The sawmill list was revised, brought up to date and 
tabulated this year. It is a very useful list to f arners because 
it gives a complete record of all sawmills operating. The pulpwood 
directory was also used extensively and proved to be very beneficial 
to farmers throughout the county. 
fence Post Treatment: Two community V:its for fence post treatment 
were constructed during the year. It appears that post treated during 
1948 for sorre reason or other were not as effective as in past. The 
leaflef "Longer Life of Fence Post" was very popular and distributed 
to ma:ey farmers throughout the county. 
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Tree Planting Demonstrations: In an effcrt to obtain a higher 
survival of the seedlings planted by farmers in Richland County, 
two tree planting demonstrations were held in cooperation with 
State Commission of Fcrestryo These demonstrations which were 
held during early part of December, were well attended and proved 
to be most beneficial.ls a result of these demonstrations we have 
had a number of requests for demonstrations in December 48. 
Pro:i;er methods in heeling in planting stock, care of stock from 
heel in bed to planting, and planting seedlings with both the 
planting bar and mattock were shown. Following the demonstrations 
a round table discussion was had. 
Tree Farm System: The county forestry committee suggested mo 
farmers for the tree farmers. During the month of December the 
county tree farm connnittee will inspect or review these farms 
in an effort to make nominations for 1949. 
Films: Through the University of South Carolina Visual Aid and 
South Carolina Commission of Forestry excellent films on forewtry 
were shown to f arm groups throughout the year. 
Miscella.D.6ous: Forestry bulletins and information along idth 
posters wer e distributed to farmers throughout the county. 
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FOUR - H CLUB WORK 
Boys 4-H club work was conducted in thirteen (13) communities in 
Richland County in· 1948 with an enrollment of 2'6-.8 1roys. Each club 
is in charge of a local leader and regular monthly meetings are held 
with each club. 
Summa!:l of Enrollment and Completions: Following is given a list of 
the clubs and a summary of enrollment and completions: 
Surnma!:'l of 4-H Club Enrollment and Completions 
No. Dem. No. Dem. Percent Dem. 
Name of Club Enrolled Completed Completed 
Horrell Hill 9 6 66 
Lower Richland 19 12 70 
Eastover 19 13 70 
St. Andrews 21 15 76 
Bellwood 10 7 70 
Camp Ground 12 9 93 
Dutch Fork 36 27 76 
Lykesland 21 16 76 
Blythewood 31 24 19 
Dairy Calf 17 17 100 
Dentsville 46 32 70 
Hopkins 12 8 75 
Killian 15 12 80 
268 198 74.0 
Following is given a summary of 4-H Club enrollment of boys and :,early 
completions from 1939--1948: 
Summary of 4-H Club Enrollment and Completions 
1939-1948 
-
Year Enrollment Completions % Completions 
1939 85 77 90 
1940 91 77 84 
1941 76 67 88 
1942 98 62 64 
1943 114 78 73 
1944 70 43 64 
1945 151 99 66 
1946 183 128 70 
1947 177 134 76 
1948 268 198 74 
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Summary of Completed Demonstrations 1948 
No. Value . 
Demonstration completed Products Cost Profit 
Pig (Breeding) 3 $515.00 $293.00 $222 .00 
Pig( Fattening) 52 5156.99 3236.09 1920.90 
Pig (Sow and Litter) 7 997.00 537.54 459.46 
Vegetable Garden 36 2019.93 1151.35 868.58 
Dairy Calf 26 5543.00 2546.65 3075.17 
Beef Calf 4 650.00 274.00 376.00 
Poultry 50 4843.70 2856.24 1987.46 
Corn 1 62.00 34.21 28.79 
Wheat 1 42.00 23.00 19.00 
Sweet Potatoes 7 1254.00 503.72 750.28 
Cotton 1 223.51 79.18 144.33 
Beekeeping l 41.36 16.79 24.57 
Totals 189 $21348.49 $11551.77 $9796.72 
This summary shows that 4-H club boys completed 189 demonstrations producing 
farm products to the val:ue of $21,348.49 at a cost of $11,551.77 leaving a 
profit of $9,796.720 
Year 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
Summar:, of Cotton Yields by 4-H club boys 
Swfmtary of Corn Yields by 4-H club boys 
1939-1948 
Average Bus. Average Lbs. Lint 
Corn Per Acre Cotton per acre 
45.0 846.5 
38.3 408.2 
36.3 327.3 
33.7 327.5 
31.4 340.0 
23.0 200.00 
24.1 0 
33.0 447.0 
25.5 0 
35.0 718.0 
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4-H CLtJB RECORDS 
Following is a summary of 4-H club records completed in 1948: 
Summary of 4-H Garden Records in 1948 
Name Total Value Total Cost Profit 
Craig Scott $61.00 $39.00 122.00 
Michiel Ray 41.00 18.61 22.39 
Charles Branham 43.00 26.00 17.00 
Bobby Hinson 81.00 54.6o 26.40 
Olin Strange 62.00 41.00 21.00 
Harlis Bickley 52.00 33.00 19.00 
Garris Brazzell 84.00 43.00 41.oo 
Thomas Clary 50.00 22.00 28.00 
Tommy Fickling 85.oo 53.00 32.00 
Samuel Goodwin 92.00 67.00 25.00 
Johnny Sharpe 44.00 28.00 16.00 
James Crout 65.00 39.00 26.00 
Elton LeGrand 92.(00 62.00 30.00 
Paul Addy 51.00 33.00 18.00 
Mervyn Derrick 53.00 32.00 21.00 
Heyward Slice 76.oo 38.oo 38.00 
McRay Quattlebum 31.00 12.00 19.00 
Franklin Shealy 40.50 18.00 22.50 
Joe Roseborough 39.00 12.00 27.00 
qu:uian Wansley 53.00 18.00 35.oo 
Stephen Looney 27.00 18.00 9.00 
Gaines Wansley 52.00 28.00 24.00 
Clarence Ashley 30.00 18.75 11.25 
Jimmy Scarborough 82.00 37.25 44.7.5 
Peter Bynum 71.00 37.21 33.79 
Earnest Red 33.27 21.82 11.45 
William Rauch 30.2 6 16.57 13.69 
Leonard Medlin 70.2, 41050 28.7.5 
Thomas DeLoach 51.00 26.00 25.oo 
L. J. Blume 71.00 48.2.5 22.75 
Roy Epps 47.90 21.36 26 • .54 
Jimmy Davis 93.75 59.43 34Ja; 
George Delle 45.oo 26.00 19.00 
Jack Hollis 52.00 36.00 16000 
Raymond Peak 39.00 14.oo 25.oo 
LeonarEi Jones 29.00 12.00 17.00 
Totals $2019.93 $1151.3, $868.58 
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Summary of 4-H Potato Records, 
No. Yd. Total Total 
Name Acres Bui. Value Cost Profit 
Francis Sloan l 75 $193.00 $71.00 $122.00 
Alvin Kelley 1/4 31 62.00 39.20 22.80 
'Lancey Campbell l 96 187.00 93.75 93.2.5 
Rodney Turner 1/4 28 10.00 33.00 37.00 
Vernon Blackvrell 1/2 65 l.40.00 81.22 58. 78 
Russell Revere,Jr. l 105 220.00 92.85 127.15 
John Cotton, Jr. 1½ 178 382.00 92.70 289.30 
Totals 5 1/2 5.78 $1254.00 $503.72 $750.28 
Summary of 4-H Field Crops Records 
No. Total Total 
Na1m3 Acres Yield Value Cost Profit 
Richard Young Corn 1/2 35 Bu. $62.00 $34.21 $28.79 
Tom.my Young Wheat 1/2 14 Bu. 42.00 23.00 19.00 
George Jones Cotton 1.8 718 lb. 223.Sl 79.18 144.33 
Summary of 4-H Beekeeping Record 
Total. Total 
Name Project Value Cost Profit 
Edward Clarkson Bee keeping $41.36 $16.79 $24.S7 
Totals $41.36 $16.79 $24.57 
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Summary 4-H Beef Cattle Club Records 
No. Total Total 
Na.me Animals Value Cost Profit 
Bobby Eleazer 1 $150.00 $77.00 $73.00 
Dicky Varshall 1 250.00 79.00 111.00 
Curtis Branham 1 95.oo 46.oo 49.00 
Lewis Caswell 1 155.00 72.00 83.00 
Totals 4 $650.00 $274.00 376.00 
S'l!IIII!Dary of 4-H Dairy Cattle Club Records 
No. Total Total 
Na.me Animals Value Cost Profit 
Melvin Abell 1 $125.oo $39.00 $86.oo 
Jimmie Nunamaker 1 200.00 55.00 145.oo 
Franklin Maples 1 165.oo 81.25 84.75 
Robert McCracken 1 125.oo 43.28 81.72 
Bill y Maple s 5 828.00 198.00 630.00 
Donald Keisler 1 165.00 57.00 108.00 
Don Cousins 3 475.00 167.25 307.75 
Billy Monts 1 137.00 42.27 97.63 
Curtis Varnadore 1 190.00 54.00 136.00 
Bobby Burnside 1 175.00 53.00 122.00 
Rickey Godshall 1 200.00 62.00 138.oo 
Hamp Jones 1 125.oo 48.28 76.72 
Bennie Wiggins 3 1513.00 1102.75 410.25 
Barney Jordan 1 95.oo 38.00 57.00 
Claude Swindler 1 225.00 97.00 128.00 
Ruth Nunamaker 1 375.oo 135.00 240.00 
Rena Nunamaker 1 275.00 120.00 155.oo 
Wayne Swindler 1 150.00 75.oo 75.oo 
Totals 26 $5543.00 $2546.65 $3075.17 
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Summary 4-H Pi~ (Fattenin~) Records 
No. Total Total 
Name Animals Value Cost Profit 
Craig Scott l $118.26 $81.21 $37 .05 
James Dlllkins 1 89.00 42.00 47.00 
Donald Bowen 1 1l4.oo 85.25 28. 75 
Carl Delk 1 1.15.00 76.00 39.00 
Thomas Delle 1 92.00 66.00 26.00 
Horace Jacobs 1 1.15.00 85.00 30.00 
J ohnrzy- Jackson 1 73.00 48.50 24.50 
Jimmie Nunamaker 1 117.00 62.00 55.00 
Horace Young 1 122.00 83.00 39.00 
William Kendall 1 76.00 51.00 25.00 
Leonard Monroe 1 45.00 28.00 17.00 
Edward Miles 1 88.50 52.25 36.25 
Theodore Jones 1 63.00 29.00 34.00 
Eugene Potter 1 75.00 50.00 25.00 
Samuel PalnBr 1 94.00 67.21 26.79 
Bill Rivers 1 116.00 69.37 46.63 
James Gann 1 80.00 41.05 38.95 
Buclt: Lowman 1 97.23 52.05 45.17 
Donald Humphries 1 105.6o 68.71 36.89 
Jackie Wilson 1 103.00 74.40 28.58 
Jack Livingston 1 122.00 74.28 47.72 
Lawrence Dai. ley 1 130.00 71.00 59.00 
John Caughman 1 115.27 71.43 43.84 
Barnard Turner 1 115.00 81.00 34.00 
David HaJ.lman 1 83.00 46.57 37.43 
Bo Long 1 93.00 57.27 35.73 
Jares Harmon l 97.00 61.30 35.70 
Lawrence McDaniel l 122.37 81.21 41.16 
Way Scott 1 122.00 77.00 45.oo 
Albert Marsh 1 120.00 88.oo 32.00 
Gary Wessinger l 105.00 66.oo 39.00 
J. c. Ellison 1 100.00 60.oo 40.00 
Raymond Stoudemayer 1 85.00 44.oo 41.00 
Bobby Lowman 1 88.oo 58.00 30.00 
Lewie Meetze 1 99.00 65.00 34.00 
Joe Ellisor 1 120.00 55.00 65.00 
Albert Broach l 92.00 66.oo 26.00 
Jimmie Ashley l 48.00 22.00 23.00 
J. W. Amick 1 82.00 59.00 23.00 
Marshall Motley l 87.00 43.20 44.80 
Tommy Trapp 1 112.00 78.00 34.00 
Charles Peake 1 102.00 63.00 39.00 
Billy Jackson 1 97.53 61.31 36.22 
,J 
108.00 72.50 35.50 Jimmy ackson 1 
Billy Hood 1 22,.00 69.00 56.oo 
Bryon Easler l 10.00 30.00 40.00 
Harold Cook l 115.00 66.oo 49.00 
Legare Bates 1 110.00 72.00 38.00 
Osborne Kelley 1 109.00 73.46 35.54 
Jerry Rabon 1 76.23 35.17 41.06 
Eugene Wilson 1 92.00 71.00 21.00 
Charlie Wilson 1 116.00 84.39 32.61 
Totals 52 $5156.99 l!?'j6.09 $1920.90 
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Summary of 4-H Pig (Sow and Litter) Records 
No. Pigs No. Pigs Td>taJ. Total 
Name Farrowed Raised Value Cost Profit 
Frank Boatwright 7 6 $187.00 $91.27 $96.73 
Manning Richardson 9 8 90.00 68.oo 22.00 
Roland Kibler 7 3 125.00 77.00 48.oo 
John Kinsey 8 6 150.00 73.00 77.00 
Wallace Kelley 11 11 160.00 91.00 69.00 
Gene Clark 6 5 130.00 62.27 68.73 
Robert Geiger 4 4 b155.oo 75.00 00.00 
Totals 52 43 
$997.00 $537.54 $459.46 
Summa.!7 of 4-H Pil:1j~Breeding) Club Records 
No. 4-H No. Total Total 
Name of Club Bozs Enrolled Animals Value Cost Profit 
Blythewood Pig Club 12 1 $200.00 $110.00 $90.00 
Dutch Fork Club 7 l 165.00 95.oo 70.00 
Killian Pig Club 13 1 1,0.00 88.oo 62.00 
Totals 32 3 $515.00 $293.00 $222.00 
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Summary of 4-H Poultry Records 
Total Total 
Name No. Chicks Value Cost Profit 
Joe Kendall 40 $72.00 $48.32 $24.67 
Bundy Maples 50 79.00 46.oo 33.00 
Donald Epps 50 119.00 67.00 52 00 
Olin Wallace 15 103.00 67.48 35.52 
Franklin Drawdy 25 66.oo 39.92 27.08 
James Peeling 25 45.00 31.00 14.00 
Frank Prewitt 25 53.00 34.50 28.50 
Carl Nates 25 35.00 17.00 18.00 
James Martin 25 35.00 21.00 14.oo 
L.B. Jackson 25 53.00 37.60 16.40 
Colin LeGrand 25 47.00 27.60 19.40 
John Lunder 50 73.00 41.00 32.00 
Donald Joyner 50 12.00 52.80 19.20 
Bobby Davi• 50 79050 53075 25075 
Carl Bowen 15 112 .. 00 79025 32.75 
Jerry Bell 50 72.42 51.25 21.19 
Edward Bartlet\ 50 63.00 42.00 21000 
Clint Maxey 100 122.,00 86.oo 38000 
Jack Jordan 25 53.00 37.50 15.50 
Bay Metze 15 105.oo 79.00 26.00 
Weston Eargle 50 85.oo 46.oo 39.00 
Bobby Counts 50 88.oo 44.oo 44.00 
John Bouknight 50 90.00 10.00 20.00 
Clyde Bickley 100 76.00 49.00 21.00 
J:i.nmw' Coutsos 100 73.00 39.00 34.00 
Billy Favor 100 112.00 68.49 43.51 
Gene Long 40 62.50 33.22 29.28 
L.D. Hinson, Jr. 50 91.00 69.00 22.00 
Billy Jilarmon 75 124.00 80.29 43.71 
Neil Bates 100 140.00 11.00 63.00 
Dean Stevens 25 45.oo 21.72 23.28 
Eddie Sercer 40 79.28 s1.61 27.67 
Baynard Rodgers * 100 108.50 49.75 58.75 
Frank Easler* 100 92050 79.12 13.38 
Vernon Jones * 100 210.00 69.57 140.43 
Jimmie Rose 25 43.00 21.50 22.so 
Albert Ross* 100 175.00 71.62 103.38 
Donald Hornsby* 100 185.oo 124.65 60.35 
Vernon Blackwelliti. 100 200 • .50 73.55 126.95 
William Sharpe* 100 155.00 12Ci'. 75 34.a.5 
Eddie Lever * 100 216,.00 147.00 69.00 
Douglass Martin 40 75.00 .5le00 24.00 
Rene Derrick 50 85.oo 46.00 39.00 
Maxie Fisher 50 ss.oo 55.00 33.00 
Jimmie Lee 50 85.00 55.00 30.00 
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4-H Poultry (Continued) 
Total Total 
Name No. Chicks Value Cost Profit 
Williard Jones* 100 $195.00 $43.88 $151.12 
R. T. Martin 50 95.oo 80.00 15.00 
Richard Bates 50 110.00 85.00 25.00 
George & Marion Knox 100 * 200.50 73.55 126.95 
Totals 3,010 $4843.70 $2856.24 $1987.46 
The asterisk(*) indicates those 4-H members participating 
in the Richland County Sears Roebuck Contest. 
Sears Roebuck Poultry Project: Ten (10) 4-H club boys from Richland 
County grew out poultry under the contest sponsored by the local Sears 
Roebuck Store. 
On October 15, 1948 we held Poultry Day at Fairwold Stockyards at which 
time the 4-H boys showed and sold their Sears pullets. Each member 
showed twelve (12) pullets after which they were auctioned off. These 
120 pullets were sold for $218.00, neting $1.82 per pullet. A summary 
of Sears Roebuck Poultry Project is given on following page0 
( 
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RICHIAND COUNTY BOYS 
SEARS POULTRY CHAIN 4-H PROJECT 
1. County ___ ___::RI.=;:C;.:.:H=.::LAND:.:.. _________________ Year 1948 
2. No, Sears Club members __ -=l::.;:O'--"(=B..;;.oy~s,) __ 
J. Chicks started - No. ___ ..;.100_0 ___ _ 
h, No . chicks raised to broiler age_8_8_2 _____ _ 
5. No, broilers sold_--=2.::..52=------
61 Feed consumed - Lbs._-=5__,,'-6_6..;;.5 ___ _ 
7. Other expenses : 
8. Total. value broilers sold, eaten and on hand 
at end of 12 weeks 
9, Profit to 12 vmeks of age 
(Add lines 6 and 7 and subtract from line 8) 
SGxed chicks~ 
Unsexed chicks~ 
Cost $ 160.00 
Cost $ 328.38 
$ 44.44 
$ 1572.,0 
$ 1199.68 
10, No, pullets loft at 12 v:eeks 630 _...:;;.. ____ _ 
ll, Feed consumed - Lbs. 7,460 Cost $ 455 .57 
(From 12 weeks to date of sale) __ ;..;...;.:;.....;;__ _ _ 
12. Other expenses - 12 weeks to date of sale $ 27.00 -------
13, Est~nated value of all pullets raised at date of sale $ 1511.00 
14. Profit - 12 weeks to date of sale 
(Add lint.JS 11 and 12 plus estimated value of pullets 
r,:;turn to chain and subtract from line 13) .Jt,_8_2.._7..,,.43-=-----
15. No. pullets auctioned 120 
16. Total selling price all pullets returned to chain $ 218.00 
17. ~vL-=;rage ·""'l 1 ing price per pullet $ 1.82 
Tl,is is a special joint report. These records to be reported 
with other 1~-H poultry records in annual report. 
... 
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4-H Health Improvement Program 
The purpose of the Health Improvement Program in this county 
was to educate the 4-H club members along the line of developing 
a more healthy county. 
This was done by lectures, movies and demonstrations on 
subjects related to proper food and health habits, clothing and 
exercises, body development and symptoms of body deficiencies. 
This contest was conducted in the Killian 4-H club with 
thirteen (13) boys enrolled., All thirteen boys completed their 
:tealth records and showed much interest in the program. 
The winner of the health improvement contest was 
Joe Teague, Route #1, Columbia, s. c. 
4-H State Fair Exhibits 
4-H club memoors in Richland County took a very active part 
in exhibits for the South Carolina State Fair in 1948 as well as 
the community fairs in the county. 
Summa!:;! of State Fair Exhibits in 1948 
Exhibits Number Prizes 
Dairy Cattle 13 $98.50 
, Hogs 9 60.oo 
Poultry 12 9.00 
Corn 9 11.00 
Total Winnings at State Fair $ 178.50 
Community Fairs: 4-H club boys participated in both the 
Dutch Fork Comm.unity Fair and Dentsville Comm.unity Fair. Dutch 
1''ork Boys had an excellent display of field crops, swine and dairy 
cattle which took prizes amounting to $35.oo. 
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4-H Achievements 
Billy Maples, ex-president of the County Council, wond 
a trip to the National 4-H Club Camp held in Washington, n. c. 
Billy has completed 59 projects in 6 years of 4-H club. These 
projects were chiefly field crops, poultry and daieyingG 
Bennie Wiggins, Richland County Council President, won 
the State Animal Meat award. This award was a gold pocket watch. 
Frances Sloan, a member of the Hopkins 4-H club and 
also enrolled in the Sweet Potato Production and Marketing Contest, 
won first place in the State Sweet Potato Judging and Packing 
Contest held at Orangeburg on October 8,1948. The arard for this 
was $25.oo. 
The Dairy Judging Team composed of H. T. Lovett, Billy 
Maples, Bennie Wiggins, and Bobby Burnside placed third (3rd) 
in the di strict eliminia tion. H. T. Lovett won individual high 
score in all breeds and high score in Guernsey breed. He was 
presented a book entitled, "The History of the Guernsey Cattle" 
by the American Guernsey Cattle Club. Bobby Burnside placed 
second (2nd) high man in the Guernsey breed. For this award he 
was presented "Genetics of the Guernsey Breed" by the Airerican 
Guernsey Cattle Club. 
The Meat Animal Judging Team composed of Bennie Wiggins, 
Don Cousins, Bernice Clelland and Bobby Burnside placed third (3rd) 
in di strict. 
Richland County Achievement Day for 1947 was held in 
February 1948 in Richland County Court House. 6oo club members 
were present. Dj_rector1fatkins delivered the main address9 
Richland County Achiev~nt Day for 1948 was held 
November 13th in the Carolina heater with 300 boy.- and girls 
attending. Bad weather hindered ma.ey from attending. Mr. A. H. Ward, 
our District Agent, made the principal address. 
4-H Rally Day for Richland County was held on May 29,1948 
at Sesqui-Centennial Park. This was an all day occasion with 
program and connnittee meetings in morning and picnic and swimming 
in afternoon. 
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HORTICULTURE 
Home Orchards - In an effort to improve the quality of fruit 
and have sufficient amount of fruit available on evecy home 
farm, the agents held demonstrations on community basis on 
pruning, spraying and fertilization. It was illustrated further 
the proper management of a home orchard. 
Those growers producing surplus fruit were assisted in marketing. 
Several demonstrations were held with farmers in proper packaging 
and handling of small amount of fruit for market. 
Cooperative orders were made for fruit trees. In this way 
each farmer planted a few trees and was assured of a good quality 
at a nominal costo 
Cormrercial Orchards - All commercial fruit growers were assisted 
in pruning and spraying for better quality fruit and marketing same. 
As a result of good planning tm small peach growers erected 
roadside markets or stands and a considerable increase in price 
of fruit sold was realized. 
Two pruning demonstrations were held with commercial growers. 
All farmers were assisted in securing additional trees and one 
farmer was assisted in establishment of 20 acre peach orchard. 
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SWEET POTATOES 
The sweet potato program gained much momentum in Richland 
County in 1948. 
The three sweet potato curing house constructed in 1947 were 
filled and many sweet potatoes sold green averaging $2.25 per 
bushel, the house. The potatoes were of very good quality as 
result of seed selection on connnunity basis and proper fertilization 
along with the proper spacing and cultivation. 
Farmers graded potatoes before they were placed in the houses 
as a result of digging and grading demonstrations held in every 
connnunity. The growers took pride in properly packaging their 
potatoes for market. 
Indications are that the acreage lli.11 be incnased consid rably 
in 1949. Had it not been for dry weather during growing season, 
storage houses would have been unable to take care of all potatoes 
produced commercially• 
Growers won 4th place in the county display at the State 
Sweet Potato Festival held at Orangeburg. 
With continued interest on COOP' rative basis, farmers in the 
near future should develop sweet potatoes as good cash crop., 
Meetings and demonstrations were held with growers during tl:w 
year in seedselection, proper planting and fertilization, harvesting, 
grading and packaging. 
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MARKETING 
The county agent worked closely with the Lower Richland 
Farmers Cooperative with problem of marketing, especially sweet 
potatoes and processed livestock produced. 
The co-op was active in making cooperative buyings of 
insecticides, seed and farm equipment. 
Besides working with the co-op, assistance was given 
farmers throughout the county with the buying and selling of 
livestock, feed products and seed, insecticides and equipment. 
Assistance was given further in the eelection of proper type 
livestock to be placed among farmers and 4-H club members. 
The county agent worked with the City Council and 
Columbia Chamber of Commerce in an effort to improve functions 
of the Columbia Curb market and services rendered farmers in 
the county. The problem of chaning the location of market has 
been considered for some ti•• 
A summary of marketing work in 1948 si given on the 
following page. 
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Summary of Marketing work in 1948 
Product 
Dairy Cattle 
Dairy Cattle 
BabyChicks 
Poultry (Broilers) 
Turkeys (Poults) 
Turkeys 
Pasture Seed (Ladino C.) 
Pasture Seed (Fescue) 
Pasture Seed (Dallas) 
Alfalfa (Seed) 
Alfalfa. ( Ha~ 
Lespedeza ( y) 
Sweet Potatoes (Seed) 
Sweet Potatoes (Seed) 
Swwet Potatoes ( No. 1) 
Pecans 
Insecticides 
Crimson Clover Seed 
Small Grain (Seed) 
Corn Seed 
all Grain Feed 
Corn (Feed) 
Cotton Dusting Ma.chines 
Totals 
quantity 
78 
1462 
9 
12 
204 
26 
45,000 
2,000 
5,000 
6,500 
985# 
2110# 
SOO# 
1806# 
48Ton 
210Ton 
470 Bu. 
100 Bu. 
6700 Bu. 
6100 # 
52 Ton 
Ton 
2 Ton 
650 Bu. 
31 Bu. 
2000 Bu. 
515 Bu. 
18 
Bought 
$3432.00 
1392.00 
3640.00 
5400.00 
1250.00 
1970.00 
1055.00 
400.00 
1086.00 
1410.00 
19540.00 
7 o.oo 
1100.00 
00.00 
1015.00 
.oo 
1500.00 
$29,834.92 
Sold 
$53,728.50 
7 20.00 
63,444.oo 
1,120.00 
39,000.00 
2,400.00 
6,300.00 
300.00 
i4,010.oo 
926.00 
2,200.00 
772.50 
$l9l.,8B0 • .50 
Table indicates more farmers are buying and selling together at an 
advantage. 2578 farmers were assisted in marketing work during the year. 
The value of products bought and sold is $221,665.42. 
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POULTRY 
The county agents worked with poultry-men in various 
sections of Richland County in 1948. Delousing, vaccination 
and culling demonstrations were held with poultry growers 
on a community basis. Proper feeding, management and housing 
were also dealt with on numerous visits. 
Personal visits, circular letters and news articles, 
along with actual demonstrations were measures of reaching 
the poul t:ryJMn of the county• 
Many farmers are planning to build new poultry houses 
as soon as building materials are more plentiful and economical. 
Ten (10) brooder houses were constructed thisyear in the county 
and three (3) laying houses. 
The importance of selecting chicks from approved 
hatcheries was s;ressed extensively. Tvro demonstrations were 
kept by flock owners but neither were completed in time for report. 
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P. M.A. ACTIVITJES 
Practically all detailed work in connection with 
the PMA. Program in the county for 1948 was handled by 
D. G. Moore, County Administrative Officer and his clerical 
help. 
The principal part ta.ken by county agent was in the 
matter of sending circular letters, discussing certain phases 
of PM'A Program in meetings, and giving information regarding 
the program in various contacts made from time to tine. A 
considerable part of the time spent in the office was discussing 
and explaining the program to farmers who called. 
The practice of growing and turning under cover crops, 
increase in acreage of close growing crops such as small 
grains, and lespedeza, have encouraged application of lille and 
phosphate during the past sever.ll. years. The building of new 
and improved past urea is coming to the front very rapidly• 
This is being shown by the number of requests for help in 
pasture work. 
Through the PMA. Program 4000 tons of lime was secured 
for farmers in county and 1000 tons of phosphate. 
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PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distribution of educational 
information in connection with the 1948 extension program in 
Richland County was done through circular letters, press 
articles, radio talks, the distribution of bulletins. 
A summary of work done in this connection is given 
below: 
Summary Publicity Work 
Individual Letters 
Circular Letters 
Copies Mailed 
Press Articles 
Radio Talks 
Bulletins Distributed 
703 
17 
11,175 
166 
40 
l,695 
Circular letters: A total of 17 circular letters were 
prepared and 11,175 copies mailed to farmers and 4-H club boys 
in Richland County in 1948. These letters cont.ii. ned information 
on timely agricultural matters, notices of meetings, and information 
on results of demonstrations and experimental work. 
Press Articles: A total of 166 press articles of timely 
agricultural interest were published in local newspaper& during 
the year. The county agent write a weekly column for the State 
newspapero 
Radio Talks: Forty radio talks were ma.de over Station WIS. 
These programs gave ti:mely information of local interest to farm,rs. 
Bulletins Distributed: A total of 1,695 bulletins were 
distributed to farmers and 4-H boys during the year as well as 1:o 
city people. 
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FOOD AND FEED PRODUCTION PROGRAM FOR 1948 
In early February the Fifteen Point Food and Feed 
Production Program for South Carolina was launched in Richland 
County. .Excellent results and coo~ ration obtained from the 
State and Record Newspapers, local radio, local merchants in 
launching this important program. 
Neighborhood leaders throughout the county, as well as 
farmers, realize that the purpose of the program was to encourage 
the production of sufficient food and feed to take care of family 
needs throughout the year. Neighborhood leaders, as in the past, 
played a big part in encouraging their neighbors to adhere to 
the food and feed production program. The agricultural committee 
too played a big part in carrying out the program throughout the 
year. 
The county is completely organized and neighborhood leaders 
are elected for each community. These leaders have been selected 
from every community and they assist their neighbors from practical 
standpoint, most of the efforts being turned toward accomplishments 
which might be realized by all farm families with sufficient 
encouragement, effort and preserverence. The ultimate goal being 
to have every deficient farm family self-sustaining, well fed, well 
clothed and well housed. 
Due to the shortage of space in the local newspapers, the State 
and Columbia Record, we were unable to run as many ads as we 
secured from merchants pertaining to the Fifteen Point Food and 
Feed Production Program. 
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Miscellaneous circular letters, news articles and pictures•••••• 
COOPERATIVf EXTENSimr WORK IN AGRICULTURE AHD HOHE ECOUOHICS -STATE OF s.c. 
CLEMSON J\.GRICULTURAL COLLFGE AND :JNITFD STATES DEP~\RTHEN'!' OF AGRICULTl'RE C00PF.:"?.\TIT:C 
Ext~on Service 301
1 
Count:r Court House 
~ ~\ ~· ,{ ,v,.'*·. ~ ~ ~ /e/·, \~ \ ~ ,e /' 
~~/, ;1;.V f ./ i' "I',{~ /,'.' \ "--~I/_/ \ '(' ~ ~x;,;\ '·'., .'.~ 00 ' ~ / x,. ~ ., . .\' {'< /4 .:1 / ., ,q \~ · f fr·--. J ~~~  'yl ./.'/ ).Y,:.} c\l t, } '.) 'i rt \"-
(j~ TO ALL RICHLAND COUNTY F.ilM FA!IILIES 
Colunbin, s. c. 
:~fHAT ::DES THE YEAR 1948 H,WE IN STORE FOR '.£'HE RIC:-!LAND COUNTY FA.,.~.IBR?????????? 
so close to each of us wil he ans'we~ed in detail .lt a 
of al farn men and wonen in RichLmd County on next 
at 2 o: clock j_1 Richland County Court House. 'I'hie is a time 
e,·er;y f;-.r.i na;1, l'!Oi'.1ar, boy ,and girl should be T'IOre informed :Jr)f tl"e conui tion[) as t'-Ky exist now and of those to folnw. 1943 wi:2.1 he a new year for our farr.iers in nany respects so let us farm more wisely and reap a greater income. Are you interested in the new bol weevil poison for 141,? 
Are we marketing our farm products properly???? 
These questions wil be 
How about farm machinery for 1948?????? 
.\vailaibility and cost of seed and fertilizer???? 
What about building materials,clothing and home 
furnishings? 
Should we raise ~ore liv9stock?????? 
What about Richland Count:, Hilk Supply????? 
4ow can we increase profit from al crops and :!.ive:,;tock 
produced on farm? 
answered by: 
A. H. ·--ard, District Agent, Extension Service 
r~i:rn Laur2. Connor, Asst, District AgeEt, Fxtension 
H. G, 3o/i ston, Coto!". Il!lprovenent Sj,ecialist 
C. G. (usl:m,'ln, Dair~r Specialist,Extension Servlce 
Local De-ilers 
Ser\. 
1•:i:!.l be looking for you next Thursday at 2 
CUMSON AGRICULTURAL COC.LECI 
O!' SOUTH CAROLINA ANb 
UNIUD STATES DEPARTMENT Of 
AGRICULTUf;E COOPE::fATINQ 
Ci)') r:-1: P .~ ·; : v :~ Ex-:·· :1-: s ! C! ~ ,v J ~"< 
. ~ .. 
~.G RiCL! L! .. L1 ~~ = ;,~· C . 1\.'1 ''l1 :: E ·; 1 J ; ·~C~ J·./1 ~ .:s 
301 County Cou~t House 
Columbia, 23 , South Carolina 
January 7,1948 
E.XTENSION 'JEAYICE 
RICHLAND COUNTI R<\T KF,J,IN~ CA'tU'AIGN -JANUARY 29tH _..., 
Did you know tha t rats cost Richland C0unty ~200, 000 
ea.ch year? 
That rats rle s troy seve rc=i.l t imes mnre e;rain than they e.,t. :' 
That r a t s ".!ar ry r:12-n:· dGf:.dly disease s? 
T::Ar PA~S cnr FJ•-;: C'.J:\T·-n'Ji.,l '.~l ? 
We are staging a rat killinr c lJT_ '.) ·.::_;r 1 in ~ ··r"! r r c·,r.r;i;1r :i ~:; in Richland County on 
January 29,1948. 
Red Squill, the poisor; vii,L ·'.-1 ,h1J r, ,:> ··-io c .,. :is }-;=i,": 1~ --;r .r, peo::,le and domestic 
animals, if used properlt : ·Jl• t !·as p~·r v:; :, dra J .'.;v c;fl-' ( t .. ~ ·.-e J. :1 t:1t, killing of rats, 
A Jlb. package of this ma t eJ'" !J.l is s··1f Ld::rnt t o ki ll all 1:-e1 ts on the 1:1,verage 
·farm. When the bait is deli ~,c r e. d co,nnlet I i ns t,n1sti ons f o;· us ini:; will be fur~ishe ·\ 
The cost will be very, very smnll, Ylakh t he new0paper and listen to R"'"dio Statio.-. 
WIS for further details , 
If you wish to kill rats please plac order for poison bait not later than 
January 15th. On January 29th t hi/ bait will be mixed a.nd aelivered to each 
comr.mnity in county. BAIT VTILL ~ - P:R.EPA'\F.D ONJ,Y FO:i THOSF WHO PLACE '1:'I-IF.IR ORDER 
BY JANUARY 15TH. { ) 
For your convenience you may pla\!e your order direct to the County and Home Agents 1 
Office or through any lady who is a member of the Home Demonstration Club through-
out the county. 
Be sure to get in the campaign on time and encoura~e all . your neiehbore to do ~rune, 
Remember in order to be effective .every farm family shonld participate becaus" 
rats travel from farm to farm. 
Remember: 1. 
2. 
3. 
Place . orders not later than January 15th 
Campaign date is January 29th 
Cost - neeligible 
/./h~ . + ./ . / / 1//.°4-"/j-t<e;u.·Cc /4t,,-?~ 
1ar;tu2r1. te S"ummer 
Home Demonstration Agent 
r 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPtRATI VE EXTENSION WORK 
:N 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Columbia, South Carolina 
February 11,1948 
WHAT? A Tractor and Equipment Demonstration 
WHEN? Monday, February 16th - 2 P. M. 
WHERE? Fairfield Tractor Co.(Ford Tractor Dealer-near Fair Grounds) 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
WHO IS INVITED? Any tractor owner or tractor operator in Richland County 
wlio would like to see some demonstrations showing how to: 
1. Save money in operating his traitor. 
2. Make the tractor last longer and do better work. 
3. Make power farming easier. 
R. L. Willis, with the Clemson Extension Service ,.will be in charge 
of the demonstrations, assisted by farm machinery dealers who will furnish 
tractors and · equipment. The new cotton inse cticides and some makes of nen 
tractors will be shown. Lubrication engineers from the various pe troleum 
companies will be present to assist with lubrication demonstrations. 
Regardless of weather conditions a comfortable place has been 
arranged to meet with Mr. Coleman, our Ford tractor dealer. 
11\Te hope that the meeting will be attended by a larger number of our 
ope:eators. Be sure to bring the tractor driver or any man on the farm that has 
anything to do with a tractor and farm machinery operation. 
COOFFRA'J'IVr.' FXTFNSIOJ\T 'ifORK IN r,.nRICULTUR.f AN:} Ym,W Ecmrmncs - EOUTH C!_ROLINA 
CLFM80N :'.GRIGULTUR}.L COLLVGF OF SOUTH C .ROLIN _ _ \'TD UNIT.r'D 5rr_'TfS DfP;RT1i!FNT 
OF AG:1.:!:CUlTln E C-:'OPFRA TING - FXTfNSIOTJ Sr:RVICE - CCJlLUHBIA~ S , C. 
~ ~G Ut;JCJ o/? 
CONTEST 
(~r?,~\;'.\\,\1:~\v /I\., !\ .l ,i - ;,; .. ~ I , . / ~ ... ~. \ \. /,, 
/?""·? ,; - ~,·i ., ·1} 11 ,i ~ '. i / 
-;,,.-\;·· "~'J l .,( 1 ,: /~. ~)I: 
-- \' I" '~~, r C>:- ) '\:· , , ? ·~ 
. ( P., '\J ( ""' ~ 
To All Richland County 1 armers : 
You have probabJ.:r heard by now that we will have a Corn 
Contest in Richland County f or 19~8 . 
Prizes for this contPst will be made available by the various 
farm machinery and implement dealers along with the feed and seed dealers 
in Columbia. 
The following companies in Columbia will participate in the 
.contest: Fairfield Tractor Company; Columbia Farm Bcµpment Company; Palmetto 
Farm Sur,ply Company; Green Harvester Comy.,any; Earnm Implement Compan:r; 
,J. w. Conder Company; Farmers Cooperative Exchance ; Trotter Distributinr; Conpany; 
and Caue;hman Feed and S8 ed Company, 
This should be a very fittinr, contPst because it works in 
closely with the food and feed production prot~ram which is being stressed so 
widely at. this time . 
Corn production for past. several ~rears has ;-:ained much attention 
because we are learninc more about fertili~ation, spacine, and cultivation. 
Too, Hybrid corn is ~ainine considerable interest among farmers. 
This contest will ½e limit0d to yellow corn of any variety . Or 
you may plant any of the yellow hybr ids which you desire . The only requirement 
is that you must have at l east three (3) acres in the contest plot . 
Please return the enclosed card stating whether or not you 
would like to enter the cont~st for 1948. 
F-1''3 :nl 
Encl, 
Sin_c~;:.ply yours , 
// /, _....-~--tv,-1.,· -}tz I / . 1 · /. f/ I. 
k/l />::: /(_,,,,· "'-f .
• iu . Bailey ~ 
Richland County : .. ,'.:ent ( 
. 
,..., 
19~8 Farm Program for SC 
Launched; Emphasis on More 
Income, Bette~ Farm Living 
In Richland .county and through- 6. Cotton: Meet competition from 
out South Carolina a ·14-point ngri· other areas and other fibers by pro-
cultural program is being launched ducing higher yields per acre at 
this week by Clemson college exten lower cost per pound. Pinnt improv-
sion service and county agents, ac- ed varieties by communities or 
cording to Richland's County Agent larger areas. Use new recommended 
Bob Bailey. · poisons to control boll weevil. Im· 
Theme of the program is "More prove ginning. Use grade and staple 
Income-Better Farm Living." H service in marketing. 
is being_ tied In with national and 7. Tobacco: Keep up yields per 
world-wide needs for food and oth acre of high quality tobacco. Giv~ 
er farm products. more attention to curing, grading 
T.he 14 points to be stressed and preparation for market 
throughout this year, together with • 
some description of the meaning 8. Fruits and Vegetables: Use Im 
of each point, follows: • proved methods of production, grad 
1. Food and Feed: South Carolina, ing, and marketing of peache~ . 
the nation, and the world face a sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes, arn. 
' serious shortage of food and feed other fruit and truck crops. 
, Grow and save more food for homl 9. Forestry: Give farm woodland: 
use and to help meet this need . better management. Do a better jo• 
Grow a home garden on every farm. of marketing the timber crop. Rr 
Increase efficient production 01 forest lands best suited to trees. 
corn, small grains, grain sorghums. 10. seeds and r1nnts: Increns, 
partures, annual grazing, silage, production and distribution of hig 
and bther feed crops. Where · grain quality se <c! ds and plants, includin ; 
crop ls short, sow spring oats. certifi ed seed, for additional !ncom 
2. Plan the farm to make the best and to aid in efficient crop produc 
use of land, labor, and equipment . tion. 
and for efficient production to meet 11. Pests and Diseases: Use rec· 
market demands. ommended methods and material. 
· 3. Soils: Improve productivity of in , fi ghting crop and livestock in 
soils through liming, proper ferti- sects, diseases, and parasites, hoUSE· 
lization, cover crops, crop rotation , hold insects, rats anJ other pest• 
1 terracing; drainage, and irri gation 12. Farm Buildings: Plan and im 
4. Equipment: Extend the efficien ! prove farm homes and other build 
use and upkeep of Improved farm in gs for health, safety, efficiency 
machinery and farm and hom e comfor t , and general appearance. 
equipment, and rural electrification 13. Fann Boys and Girls: Furthe1· 
5 Livestock and Poultry: Continu~ develop 4-H c~ub work to trai1 , 
to develop a larger permanent in · South Carolina farm boys and girl~. 
come from hogs, "beef cattle, dairy in better farming, homemaking, 
· products, chickens, and turkey, he,nlth and citizenship. 
through better breeding stock, clos- 14. Health and Recreation: Im· 
er . culling, and bettf'r feeding and prove, develop and use rural healt 1 
mark=tingr •. and recreational facilities. 
COTTON 
+ 
··· COTTON• • 
· Poinf 6: · Meet competition from other areas and other fibers 
, l 
'. by producing hig~er yields per acre at lower cost per pound. Plant im-
:>' 
I• 
. proved varieties by communities or larger areas. Use new, recommended 
poisons to control boll weevil. Improve ginning. Use grade and staple · 
, service in marke_ting. 
/ 
' Sponsored . in-behalf of The Clemson College Extension Serv.ice and in the 
. ·, Interest of better South Carolina Farming by 
·.. \ ~. . .. 
,,;,, 'i.. . 
l j •1 , 
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MAY 29,1948 
SES ,~ U I CENTENNIAL PARK 
10 : 30 A. M. 
' f 
PROGRAM 
Call to Order - 3ennie 1.':'iggins,Pres. 4-H Council 
"· .. ; ~ 
. ~JiMrica - Assembly led by :i!rs. Billie Bynum 
Invocation - Lykesland 4-H clubs 
Intn:duction of Guests and Local Leaders-
Bennie Vli~gins 
Guest Speaker - Honorable James H. Hammond 
Entertainment - Dutch Fork 4-H Clubs 
Roll Call and 1inutes - Catherine ~cGregor, 
Sec. of Council 
Remarks b~r President - Jennie 1'fi;gin-' 
Reports - u-H Club President~ 
4-H Emblem - Camp Ground 4-H Clubs 
4-H Pledge - Led by Billie Maples 
(" -~ - '(' 
~\ 
Caroli nn Theater 
foveMbP.r 13 , 1G48 
C LL TC ORDFR - Benni e Wiggins 
SONG - "AMF'RI CA 11 
INVOCA'!'ION - Blythewood 4-H Club 
VFLCO:iff - ·~ayor Fr ank C. Owens 
1i.FSPONSE TO ·1wLCOME - Keller Bnatwright 
SONG - Je:mette Younr, and Betty Lnu Yt ung 
4-H A·'rflRDS - Benni e ""i r,g i ns , President 
INTRODUCTION ~F SPF'AKER - R. ·v. Bailey, County A~nt 
ADnRF2S - ::rr . A. H. Ward, Dis trict A~ent, Cle mson Fxt~nsion Service 
RFCOGNITION OF THFATFR 7'1ANAGFR - 3enni e \'li grins 
MOVIE - 11 THF BLACK ARR011; 11 
4-H ?LFmF - ' Iar thA. ~kDougall 
!.fotto: 11 TO Wi.Kr. T'-!P BFST BFT'!FR. 11 . 
Richland County 4-1-I Winners 
eld at the Carolina theater here lust Saturday. 'l'he_v are, left to J'ight, front row: I•'lora Derric , 
i Jn the picture above are shown some of the co'.ln(y winners in the 4-H Achievement ,lay cxerclsi / 
t
ichard Bynum, Gene Clark, Francis Sloan and Jimmie Nunnamal<er. Second row: Barbara. Hornsb , 
ennie Wiggins and llob Burnside. Back row: Theresa \Vessinger, assist1111t home demonstrati 
gent; Charles E. Cousins, assis tant county agent; R. W. Bailey, county agent, and A.H. \Vard, d · 
rict agent and speaker. Other county wi1111er1-, ahscnt. when the JJictnre was made, are Gertrude Lomas, 
atherine l\lcGregor, Billy l\laplcs and John <.:otton, ,Jr. Photo b,v l\lunn.) 
. ' 
. ' 
